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ABSTRACT
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PEROXISOMES IN PLANT CELLS
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Advisor:
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Glyoxylate reductase (GLYR) is a key enzyme in plant metabolism which catalyzes the
detoxification of both photorespiratory glyoxylate and succinic semialdehdye, an intermediate of the γaminobutyrate (GABA) pathway. Two isoforms of GLYR exist in plants, GLYR1 and GLYR2, and while
GLYR2 is known to be localized in plastids, GLYR1 has been reported to be localized in either
peroxisomes or the cytosol. Here, the intracellular localization of Arabidopsis GLYR1 was reappraised by
conducting microscopy-based experiments that address some novel mechanisms by which proteins can be
directed to peroxisomes. For instance, the C-terminal tripeptide sequence of GLYR1, -SRE, despite its
resemblance to a type 1 peroxisomal targeting signal, was not sufficient for peroxisomal targeting.
Collectively, the results define the cytosol as the intracellular location of GLYR1 and provide a useful
reference for future studies of proteins proposed to be localized to peroxisomes and/or the cytosol.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1. Peroxisomes
1.1.1. Peroxisomes biogenesis
Peroxisomes do not possess their own DNA.

Therefore, all of the protein constituents of

peroxisome‟s single boundary membrane and matrix (interior) must be encoded by nuclear genes,
synthesized on free polyribosomes in the cytosol, and targeted to the organelle in a highly regulated, posttranslational manner (reviewed in Baker et al., 2010; Lanyon-Hogg et al., 2010).
How peroxisomes are formed, maintained and ultimately degraded, i.e., the process of peroxisome
biogenesis, is also a highly regulated process. As illustrated in Figure 1, one of the best accepted models
for peroxisome biogenesis in plants involves the formation of a so-called “pre-peroxisome” from
endoplasmic reticulum (ER), followed by either maturation of this pre-peroxisome (via fusion with other
pre-peroxisomes) into a nascent functional peroxisome or fusion with a pre-existing “mature” peroxisome
(reviewed in Mullen and Trelease, 2006; Trelease and Lingard, 2006). How pre-peroxisomes are selected
for either of these two main biogenetic pathways in plant cells is unclear. Nevertheless, it is generally
accepted that at least a small number of peroxisomal membrane proteins (PMPs), the so-called “group I
PMPs”, including ascorbate peroxidase (APX) and various peroxins 1 (e.g., PEX10, PEX16 [Mullen et al.,
2001]) are synthesized in the cytosol, and then inserted to the general ER and/or a subdomain of the ER
referred to as the endoplasmic reticulum and peroxins peroxisomal ER (pER). Thereafter, these PMPs are
somehow segregated into a preperoxisomal membrane carrier that ultimately buds off (as a vesicle) or
fragments (as a lamellae) from the pER, and, as mentioned above, eventually becomes a mature
peroxisome (Mullen and Trelease, 2006; Trelease and Lingard, 2006). How these group I PMPs are
actually targeted to the ER and/or pER (i.e., the nature of their ER-targeting mechanism), how the preperoxisome is actually formed (e.g., by vesiculation, as in yeasts [reviewed in Titorenko and Rachubinski,
2009], or by fragmentation, as in mammals [Geuze et al., 2003]), or how the fate of a pre-peroxisome(s) is
decided, are all important open questions.

1

Peroxins: peroxisome biogenesis factors (proteins) that are essential for all operational aspects of the
peroxisome life-cycle, including membrane biogenesis, peroxisomal matrix protein import, etc. (Distel et
al., 1996).
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As shown also in Figure 1, the model for peroxisome biogenesis in plants depicts all matrixdestined proteins and the so-called group II PMPs (e.g., 22kDa PMP [Murphy et al., 2003] and
monodehydroascorbate reductase [Lisenbee et al., 2005], etc) being synthesized in the cytosol and then
imported directly into either newly formed pre-peroxisomes, or “nascent” or pre-existing “mature”
peroxisomes.

Figure 1. Model for peroxisome biogenesis in plants

Vesicles derived by budding from pER are considered to be preperoxisomes and their fate depends on the
cell, tissue and/or species in which they exist, and/or an unknown cellular cue(s). For instance, preperoxisomes might sort to and fuse with a pre-existing mature peroxisome or they might fuse with other
pre-peroxisomes to form a nascent mature peroxisome. In addition, peroxisomal proliferation occurs via the
fission of pre-existing mature peroxisomes or via the fusion of newly fused pre-peroxisomal vesicles.
Figure modified from Mullen et al. (2001).
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Notably, all mature peroxisomes are divided (i.e., replicate) through a multi-steps process
involving elongation, constriction and fission, which leads to the production of new “daughter”
peroxisomes (reviewed in Hu, 2010). Briefly, the molecular details of peroxisome division in plants
involve the initial elongation of the peroxisome, a process that appears to be mediated by PEX11 family of
proteins (Lingard et al., 2008; Koch et al., 2010; also reviewed in Hu, 2010). Thereafter, the fission protein
1 (FIS1), a C-terminal tail-anchored PMP, perhaps in conjunction with PEX11(s), is thought to recruit
dynamin-related proteins (DRPs) from the cytosol to the peroxisomal surface, which are believed by some
to carry out the fission process by forming a ring-like structure that divides the mother peroxisome into two
new “daughter” peroxisomes (Hu, 2010).

1.1.2. Peroxisomal matrix protein import
While a small number of PMPs (i.e., group I PMPs) are known to be imported initially into the ER
or pER, the vast majority of other PMPs (i.e., group II PMPs) and all peroxisomal matrix-destined proteins
are targeted directly from the cytosol to peroxisomes through the recognition of specific target signal motifs
by cognate receptor proteins (Trelease and Lingard, 2006).
For group II PMPs, previous mutagenesis studies have revealed that their targeting signal motifs
generally consist of a basic cluster of amino acid residues adjacent to a membrane-spanning domain (Baker
et al., 2010). This motif, referred to as a membrane PTS (mPTS), is known to be recognized by a cytosolic
receptor protein PEX19, which serves to shuttle the mPTS-bearing nascent PMP to a docking complex on
the peroxisomal surface (reviewed in Girzalsky et al., 2010). Consisting of at least the membrane-bound
peroxins, PEX3 and PEX16, the PMP docking complex recognizes the incoming PMP and PEX19 and then
mediates the eventual integration of the PMP into the peroxisomal boundary surface surface (reviewed in
Girzalsky et al., 2010). The molecular mechanisms underlying these processes, as well as PMP final
assembly and PEX19 recycling, are not, however, well understood.
On the other hand, the targeting and import of matrix-destined peroxisomal proteins is relatively
well characterized (reviewed in Baker et al., 2010; Lanyon-Hogg et al., 2010). For instance, most matrix
peroxisomal proteins possess one of two types of peroxisomal target signal (PTS) motifs: (i) the type 1
peroxisomal target signal (PTS1) that is present at the extreme C terminus of most matrix-destined proteins

3

and is recognized by a cytosolic receptor protein PEX5 (Lanyon-Hogg et al., 2010); and (ii) the type 2
peroxisomal target signal (PTS2) that is present at or near the N terminus of a smaller subset of matrixdestined proteins and is recognized by the cytosolic PEX7 receptor protein (reviewed in Lazarow, 2006).
As mentioned above and as illustrated in Figure 2, the means by which nascent peroxisomal
matrix proteins are imported into the peroxisome is a tightly regulated process and one that also appears to
be highly conserved across evolutionarily diverse species (reviewed in Baker et al., 2010; Lanyon-Hogg et
al., 2010). In plants, for instance, the initial step in matrix protein import involves the recognition in the
cytosol of a newly-synthesized matrix protein bearing either a PTS1 or PTS2 by its respective receptor, i.e.,
PEX5 or PEX7. The cargo-loaded receptor complex is then shuttled by some unknown means from the
cytosol to the peroxisomal surface (Lanyon-Hogg et al., 2010), where it interacts with a membrane-bound
docking complex that is distinct from the PMP docking complex discussed above and consists of at least
PEX13, PEX14 and PEX17 (Léon et al., 2006). Thereafter, the matrix-destined cargo protein is released by
its receptor(s) and translocated across the peroxisomal membrane on its own or, in some cases, the cargoloaded receptor complex is translocated across the peroxisomal membrane where the receptor releases the
cargo protein into the matrix of the peroxisome (Figure 2) (reviewed in Baker et al., 2010; Lanyon-Hogg et
al., 2010; Rucktäschel et al., 2010).
While the regulatory mechanisms for both of these different translocation processes remain
unclear, recent studies have begun to shed light on the nature of the translocation import channel and on the
apparent recycling of at least the PEX5 receptor in an ubiquitin-dependent manner for retrograde transport
back to the cytosol (see Figure 2) (Thoms and Erdmann, 2006). Likewise, we have begun to learn more
about the immediate fate of newly-imported proteins in the peroxisomal matrix. For instance, while the
PTS1 motif is not cleaved after protein translocation (Mullen et al., 2001), the PTS2, at least in plants is
cleaved by at least two proteases, referred to as LON2 and DEG15 in Arabidopsis (Lingard and Bartel,
2009).

The underlying mechanisms of these PTS2-cleaving processes, such as how these proteases

recognize, perhaps, specific PTS2 substrates and whether they are involved in other peroxisomal proteasemediated processes are open questions.
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Figure 2. Generalized scheme for the import of proteins into the peroxisomal matrix
Proteins destined for the peroxisomal matrix are synthesized on free polyribosomes in the cytosol and
possess either an N-terminal PTS2 or a C-terminal PTS1, are sorting directly to peroxisomes. Nascent
PTS1- and PTS2- bearing proteins are recognized by their cytosolic cognate receptors PEX5 and PEX7,
respectively, and shuttled to the shared docking complex composed of PEX13, PEX14 and PEX17 for
translocation into the peroxisomal interior (matrix). Thereafter, or during translocation, PEX5 and PEX7
released their cargo proteins and subsequently recycled back to the cytosol for another round of import or
degraded (both in an ubiquitin-dependent process). Figure modified from Mullen et al. (2001).
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1.1.3. Characterization of the PTS1 and PTS2
The PTS1 and PTS2 were first identified in firefly luciferase (Gould et al., 1988) and mouse liver
thiolase (Swinkels et al., 1991), respectively, with both targeting signals being shown to be necessary and
sufficient2 for directing these two proteins into the peroxisomal matrix. Thereafter, numerous mutagenesis
studies revealed that most, but not all (see below), matrix-destined proteins possess a PTS1- or PTS2-like
sequence, and despite any apparent differences among these signals in terms of their individual primary
amino acid sequences, their overall sequence and/or physicochemical properties were considered to be
highly similar (reviewed in Brocard and Hartig, 2006). That is, the PTS1 usually consists of a C-terminal
SKL tripeptide motif, with a small residue at the -3 position (e.g., serine), a basic residue at -2 position
(e.g., lysine), and a large and hydrophobic residue at the -1 position (e.g., leucine) (Olsen et al., 1993). The
PTS2, on the other hand, usually consists of a nonapeptide (-R/K-L/V/I-X5-H/Q-L/A-) motif located at or
near the protein‟s N terminus (Rachubinski and Subramani, 1995).
Interestingly, while much of the initial research on the PTS1 supported the -SKL tripeptide as
being the canonical targeting motif, numerous more recent studies have indicated that the PTS1 is actually
far more diverse than previously proposed (reviewed in Brocard and Hartig, 2006). For instance, plant
catalase and human catalase possess a C-terminal -PSI and -ANL tripeptide, respectively, both of which are
necessary, but not sufficient, for peroxisomal matrix targeting (Mullen et al., 1997a; Mullen et al., 1997b;
also reviewed in Brocard and Hartig, 2006). However, upon the addition of one or more residue(s)
immediately upstream of their tripeptides (e.g., K in both cases, -KPSI and -KANL), both of these
sequences become sufficient for targeting a passenger protein, such as green fluorescence protein (GFP),
from the cytosol to the peroxisome. Such upstream residues, including those that may be at more remote
locations relative to the C-terminal PTS1, are now referred to as “accessory residue(s)” and are thought to
allow more divergent (i.e., non-SKL-like) PTS1s to function in the proper context (Mullen et al., 1997a;
Mullen et al., 1997b; also reviewed in Brocard and Hartig, 2006).

2

Necessary means that mutation (e.g., deletion or modification) of a putative (peroxisomal) targeting
sequence results in mislocalization of the mutant protein to another subcellular compartment (e.g., the
cytosol). Sufficiency means that the addition of a putative (peroxisomal) targeting sequence to a passenger
protein (e.g., GFP) that normally resides in a specific subcellular compartment (e.g., the cytosol) results in
its relocalization to another subcellular compartment (e.g., the peroxisome).
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1.1.4. Alternative peroxisomal targeting mechanisms
Notably, several unique regulatory mechanisms also appear to be involved in PTS1- and/or PTS2dependent targeting of peroxisomal matrix proteins that differ from the conventional pathways.

For

instance, the localization of some dual-targeted proteins are dependent on the accessibility of the these socalled “internal PTS” to their cognate receptors. For instance, Arabidopsis transthyretin-like (TTL) protein
is encoded by the TLL gene that produces two mRNA transcripts through alternative splicing, whereby the
internal PTS2 is only exposed and, thus functional, in the shorter-spliced variant (Lamberto et al., 2010).
There is also another unique PTS-dependent mechanism that relies on post-translational
modifications (e.g., phosphorylation) of the PTS or the adjacent residues, which can yield the signal motif
as being functional or non functional to regulate the distribution of the protein. For instance, the yeast
enzyme NAD+-dependent glycerol 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (Gpd1p) is mainly localized in the cytosol
despite the presence of a PTS2 at its N terminus. However, upon stress induction such as osomotic stress,
the protein is relocalized to peroxisomes from the cytosol through phosphorylation of the two serine
residues immediately adjacent to the enzyme‟s PTS2 (Jung et al., 2009).
Peroxisomal matrix proteins that are devoid of any apparent PTS1 or PTS2 can also rely on a
„piggyback‟ mechanism for their import (reviewed in Subramani, 2002). That is, the protein lacking a PTS
can be imported into peroxisomes by physically interacting with another peroxisomal proteins that
possesses a PTS (e.g., a PTS1 or PTS2), both of which are then imported into peroxisomes together via
conventional PTS pathway. For example, human Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase 1 (SOD1) is localized in the
cytosol when expressed on its own (Islinger et al., 2009). However, when SOD1 is co-expressed with its
partner chaperone, the so-called copper chaperone of SOD1, which is a PTS1-bearing protein, both proteins
interact in the cytosol and are then imported together into the peroxisomal matrix (Islinger et al., 2009). A
similar piggyback mechanism has been shown to be possible for cottonseed isocitrate lyase and yeast
(Saccharomyces cerevisiae) thiolase, suggesting that this process operates across evolutionary diverse
species (Lee et al., 1997).
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1.2. The GABA pathway and glyoxylate reductase I
1.2.1. The role of the GABA pathway and the GLYR1 and GLYR2
The GABA (γ-aminobutyrate) pathway is a metabolic pathway found in a wide range of
evolutionarily diverse organisms that contributes to a multitude of important processes, ranging from
neuronal inhibition in animals to redox homeostasis, energy production and carbon/nitrogen balance in
plants. The GABA pathway in plants has also been implicated in normal growth and development, as well
as in responses to various biotic and abiotic stresses (reviewed in Fait et al., 2008; Shelp et al., 2009; refer
also to Liu et al., [2011]; Renault et al., [2011] and Toyokura et al., [2011] and references therein).
Consisting of three main steps (Figure 3), the GABA pathway begins in the cytosol with the
decarboxylation of glutamate to produce GABA and CO 2 (Breitkreuz and Shelp 1995). Thereafter, GABA
is transported into the mitochondria (via a membrane-bound permease [Michaeli et al., 2011]) where it is
converted to succinic semialdehyde (SSA) and then to succinate and NADH, which enter the tricarboxylic
acid (TCA) cycle and electron transport chain, respectively. The primary significance of the pathway,
therefore, is not only the production of GABA and the multitude of cellular processes that
this metabolite serves during the plant‟s life cycle, but also the production of succinate
and NADH when the TCA cycle does not provide enough on its own (Fait et al., 2008).
Another notable feature of the GABA pathway is that SSA, which is toxic to plants because of its
reactive aldehyde group, can also be reduced (with NADPH as the co-factor) to form γ-hydroxybuytrate
(GHB) (reviewed in Allan et al., 2009). This reaction (refer to Figure 3) is catalyzed in plants by two
distinct, soluble enzyme isoforms called glyoxylate reductase 1 and 2 (GLYR1 and GLYR2) 3, which have
highly similar overall amino acid sequences; GLYR2 possesses a unique N-terminal extension that contains
plastid targeting information (Simpson et al., 2008). Glyoxylate is a peroxisomal intermediate of the
photorespiratory pathway that is normally converted to glycine (Wingler et al., 2000), but can also escape
the peroxisome and enter the chloroplast where it can adversely affect photosynthesis (Campbell and Ogren
1990). Glyoxylate is also considered to be generally toxic to the cells since, like SSA, it contains an
aldehyde group. Hence, GLYR1 and GLYR2 are thought to function together in the detoxification of both

3

GLYR1 and GLYR2: nomenclature is based on the enzymes‟ higher substrate affinity in vitro for
glyoxylate than for SSA (Hoover et al., 2007a; 2007b)
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GABA-derived SSA and photorespiratory glyoxylate, a notion that is supported by the concomitant
increase in GLYR1 and GLYR2 gene expression and GHB and GABA levels in plants subjected to various
abiotic stresses (Allan et al., 2008; 2012).

Figure 3. The GABA pathway and its associated metabolic pathways
The working model of the GABA pathways and the associate pathways, including photorespiratory and
glycolate pathway, as well as the citric acid or tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle. GLYR1 and GLYR2 are
responsible for reducing glyoxylate to glycolate and SSA to GHB through a NADPH-dependent manner in
the cytosol and in plastids, respectively. Figure modified from Allan et al. (2009).
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Also consistent with concerted functioning of GLYR1 and GLYR2 is evidence indicating that
these two enzymes are localized in the cytosol and plastid stroma, respectively.

For instance, early

biochemical research with spinach and pea revealed that GLYR enzyme activity is enriched in both
cytosolic and chloroplast fractions, but that the majority of activity is found in the cytosol (Givan and
Kleczkowski 1992 and references therein). Similarly, a more recent study using tobacco suspensioncultured cells and C-terminal-tagged green fluorescent protein fusions, demonstrated that Arabidopsis
GLYR1(-GFP) is localized to the cytosol, whereas Arabidopsis GLYR2(-GFP) is localized to the plastid
stroma via an N-terminal plastid targeting sequence (Simpson et al., 2008). Based on these results,
cytosolic GLYR1 is well positioned to scavenge SSA and glyoxylate that escape from mitochondria and
peroxisomes, respectively, while GLYR2 provides extra insurance, detoxifying any SSA or glyoxylate that
enter the plastid (refer to Figure 3) (Allan et al., 2008; 2009).
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Figure 4. Clustal amino acid sequence alignment of Arabidopsis GLYR1 and 2
Shown is the deduced amino acid sequence alignment of the two GLYR isoforms that exist in Arabidopsis:
i) GLYR1 (At3g25530.1) and ii) GLYR2 (At1g17650). The putative N-terminal plastid targeting signal in
GLYR2 is underlined. Amino acid sequence alignment was performed using ClustalW
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalw2/); identical amino acids residues are indicated with asterisks,
similar amino acids are indicated with colons. The missing 11 amino acid residues for the splice variant of
GLYR1 (At3g25530.2), referred in this thesis as GLYR1∆11, is boxed. The potential, alternative starting
methionines tested for differential translation initiation are indicated by circles. The putative C-terminal
PTS1 tripeptide and internal PTS2 motif in GLYR1 are indicated by double underline and triple underlines,
respectively.
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1.2.2. The intracellular localization of GLYR1 in Arabidopsis is controversial
In contrast to the above mentioned study indicating that Arabidopsis GLYR1(-GFP) is localized in
the cytosol in transiently-transformed tobacco cells (Simpson et al., 2008), other recent research using
proteome analysis of Arabidopsis leaf peroxisomes suggested that GLYR1 is associated with peroxisomes
(Reumann et al., 2009). While this result seems inconsistent with the current working model for GLYR1
(Figure 3) (e.g., GLYR1 in the peroxisome could form a futile cycle with glycolate oxidase) and could
simply be due to contamination of the peroxisome fraction by other cellular compartments, a notorious
problem with peroxisome isolations (Saleem et al., 2006), other observations appear to support the
possibility that GLYR1 is associated with peroxisomes. For instance, several other proteins previously
predicted to be non-peroxisomal have recently been shown to be associated with peroxisomes and thereby
have revealed several new, previously unknown metabolic functions associated with the organelle (Palma
et al., 2009; Reumann et al., 2009). One pertinent example is Arabidopsis glutathione reductase 1 (GR1)
(At3g24170), an enzyme that participates in the antioxidative defense system was previously reported as a
cytosolic protein, but later revealed to also target to peroxisomes with a novel weak PTS1 (Kataya and
Reumann, 2010). Another example of newly-discovered plant protein is Arabidopsis NAD kinase isoform
3 (NADK3) (At1g78590), which was previously thought to be cytosolic, but has since been shown to be
localized to peroxisomes where it likely plays a prominent role in providing NADPH for various
peroxisomal processes (Waller et al., 2010). As such, NADK3 could also provide NADPH to GLYR1 in
peroxisomes. It is also notable that GLYR1 possesses a C-terminal tripeptide, -SRE (Figure 4), that with
the exception of the negatively-charged glutamate at the -1 position, closely resembles a PTS1 motif
(Brocard and Hartig. 2006; refer also to Lingner et al., [2011] and references therein). Thus, the previously
reported localization of GLYR1-GFP to the cytosol in tobacco cells (Simpson et al., 2008) may have been a
consequence of the C-terminally-appended GFP sterically blocking GLYR1‟s putative peroxisomal
targeting information. There is also the possibility that, similar to some other proteins (Mizuno et al., 2008;
Jung et al., 2010; Kataya and Reumann 2010; Lu and McAlister-Henn, 2010; Meyer et al., 2011), GLYR1
is localized to both peroxisomes and cytosol, but that its distribution in these two compartments varies
depending on the species/tissue/cell-type and/or in response to an environmental cue(s), such as abiotic
stress, which is known to influence GLYR1 gene expression (Allan et al., 2008; 2011).,
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1.2.3. Hypothesis
As described above, GLYR1 was initially shown to localize to the cytosol in BY-2 cells (Simpson
et al., 2008), which is consistent with those obtained from other biochemical and genetic studies. That is,
GLYR1 and GLYR2 are involved in the detoxification of aldehydes that accumulate in plants during
photorespiration (Pr) and γ-aminobutyrate (GABA) metabolism in the cytosol and plastid, respectively
(Allan et al., 2008; 2011). However, there is also evidence that GLYR1 is localized to peroxisomes, or
perhaps, at least is associated with peroxisomes (Reumann et al., 2009). Moreover, GLYR1 possesses a
PTS1-like motif and there is a growing appreciation that there are novel or alternative peroxisomal
targeting mechanisms, other than the PTS1 and PTS2 pathways, by which proteins can be imported into
peroxisomes (Mizuno et al., 2008; Jung et al., 2009; Kataya and Reumann 2010; Lu and McAlister-Henn,
2010; Meyer et al., 2011). Thus, my hypothesis is that GLYR1, in a cell/tissue-specific and/or stressrelated manner,is targeted to either peroxisomes, cytosol, or to both peroxisomes and cytosol in plant cells.
To test this hypothesis, the intracellular localization of Arabidopsis GLYR1 was reassessed in a series of
microscopy-based studies that were designed by taking into consideration our current understanding of
peroxisome protein targeting in general, including some of the novel ways that proteins can be directed to
this organelle.
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CHAPTER 2: MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Plasmid DNA isolation, quantification and sequencing
Plasmid DNA was isolated from transformed DH5α Escherichia coli (E. coli) using modified
versions of the alkaline-lysis method as described in two commercially-obtained kits. The first kit was
Invitrogen Purelink Quick plasmid Miniprep Kit (Invitrogen Life Technologies), which was used for
purifying small quantities of high-quality plasmid DNA for restriction digestion analyses and automated
DNA sequencing. The second kit was the Invitrogen Purelink HiPure Plasmid Midiprep Kit used to purify
larger quantities of high-quality plasmid DNA for plant transformations and recombinant cloning
procedures. All of the plasmid DNA isolations were carried out according to the manufacturer‟s protocols
provided with the kits.
The concentration of the isolated plasmid DNA was determined with a Beckman DU 520
spectrophotometer (Beckman-Coulter). Verification of isolated plasmid DNA was conducted by loading
the equivalent amount of DNA with a known concentration onto a 1% (w/v) agarose gel containing 2 μg/μL
ethdium bromide. Sequences of plasmid DNA were determined by automated fluorescent dye-terminated
cycle sequencing at the Advanced Analysis Centre Genomics Facility at the University of Guelph.

2.2 General DNA cloning techniques
2.2.1. Polymerase Chain Reactions (PCR) for amplification and site-directed mutagenesis
The PCR for amplification of specific DNA sequences was carried out with the following
components: 1 μL of 20 μM plasmid (template) DNA, 5 μL each of a 10 μM stock solution containing the
appropriate custom synthesized forward and reverse oligonucleotide primers purchased from Sigma
Aldrich Ltd4, 5 μL of 10X PCR buffer II (Roche Applied Science), 3 μL of 25 mM of MgCl2 (Roche
Applied Science), 4 μL of 10 mM deoxynucleotide triphosphates (dNTPs) (Perkin Elmer Life Sciences
Inc.), 29.7 μL of ddH2O, and 0.3 μL of Ampli Taq DNA polymerase (5 units/μL) (Roche Applied Science).
The PCR was carried out using a Gene Amp PCR System 2400 Thermocycler (Perkin Elmer Life Sciences
Inc.) with the following conditions: an initial melting temperature of 92°C for 10 min, 25 rounds of 92°C
(melting temperature) for 1 min, around 50°C (annealing temperature) for 2 min, then a final extension

4

see Appendix II for the complete list of all synthetic primers used in the study
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temperature of 72°C for 10 min, followed by a hold at 4°C. The amplified PCR products were purified
using the Invitrogen Purelink PCR Purification Kit according to the manufacturer's instructions.
PCR site-directed mutagenesis of plasmid DNA sequences introducing the addition, deletion, or
substitution of specific nucleotides was carried out as follows: 50 ng of plasmid (template) DNA and 125
ng each of complementary forward and reverse mutagenic oligonucleotides (Sigma Aldrich Ltd) were
incubated with 5 μL of 10X Pfu buffer (Stratagene), 1.5 μL of 10 mM dNTPs (Perkin Elmer Life Sciences
Inc), 1 μL Pfu Turbo DNA polymerase (2.5 units/μL) (Stratagene), and ddH2O to a final volume of 50 μL.
The PCR was carried out with an initial melting temperature of 92°C for 30 sec, then either 12, 16 or 18
rounds of 95°C (melting temperature) for 30 sec, 55°C (annealing temperature) for 1 min, and 68°C
(extension temperature) for a time equivalent to 2 min per 1 kb of template plasmid length. Twelve rounds
of PCR was performed for point mutations, sixteen rounds for single amino acid change, and eighteen
rounds for introducing multiple amino acids insertions or deletions. All PCRs included a final extension of
68°C for 10 min and a hold at 4°C. To cleave (and ultimately remove) any non-mutated parental DNA
template from the final reaction mixture, 1.5 μL of DpnI (10 units/μL) (New Enlgand Biolabs Ltd.) was
added directly to the sample after the PCR and incubated for 4 hrs in the 37°C water bath. Next, 5 μL of
the DpnI-digested PCR sample was used to transform chemically-competent DH5α E. coli and at least one
potential "positive” clone was then verified by automated sequencing.

2.2.2. Preparation of “vector” and “insert” DNA for recombinant cloning
DNA fragments referred to as “vector” were used as the backbone to build new plasmid constructs,
whereas purified fragments that are used to clone into the “vector” are referred to as “inserts”. The vectors
and the inserts were prepared and purified in the following manner. Approximately 10 μg of vector plasmid
DNA and insert DNA were digested separately for 4 hrs at 37°C in a total volume of 50 μL using the
appropriate restriction enzyme(s) and buffer(s). To prevent self-ligation of single-restriction enzymedigested, vector DNA samples were treated with calf intestine alkaline phosphatase (CIP) (New England
Biolabs Ltd), which removes the 5'-phosphates. Two μL of CIP (10,000 units/mL) was added to the 50 μL
restriction digestion samples of vector DNA in the remaining 2 hrs of the 4 hrs incubation at 37⁰C.
Restriction digested samples were then loaded onto a 0.8-1% (w/v) agarose gel containing 2 μg/mL
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ethidium bromide and electrophoresed in 1 x tris-acetate-ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) (TAE)
buffer (Appendix I) in a BioRad Minisub Cell GT chamber (BioRad Laboratories) at 90V. The gels were
then placed on the ultraviolet UV light-box, and then the desired DNA fragments for both vectors and
inserts were excised from the gel using a razor blade, and gel pieces were placed in separate 1.7 mL
microfuge tubes.

To extract DNA fragments from agarose gel pieces, an Invitrogen Purelink Gel

Extraction Kit (Invitrogen Life Technologies) was used according to manufacturer's instructions. Purifiedlinearized fragments were confirmed by agarose gel electrophoresis as described above. All restriction
enzymes and other DNA-modifying enzymes, unless otherwise stated, were purchased from either Promega
Corporation or New England Biolabs Ltd.

2.2.3. Ligation of vector and insert DNA fragments
For plasmid DNA ligations, 100 ng of linearized, and/not dephosphorylated vector DNA was
ligated with the appropriate gel-purified insert DNA fragment(s) in a 1:3 vector-to-insert (per ng) ratio.
Ligation reactions were set up as followed: 1 μL of T4 DNA ligase (400 units/uL) and 2 μL of 5X cohesive
buffer (Appendix I) were added in a total reaction volume of 10 μL. Reactions were incubated overnight at
14°C in a Polyscience Model 1140-A incubator (Niles). Five μL of the ligation reaction was used to
transform chemically-competent E.coli DH5α. Plasmid DNA was isolated from 5-10 individual E.coli
colonies and the orientation of the insert DNA fragment was determined by digestion analyses with the
appropriate restriction enzymes. Selected plasmids were then verified by automated dye-terminated cycle
sequencing.

2.3. Plasmid constructions
2.3.1. Plant cultured cells expression constructs
Plant expression plasmids containing N-terminal GFP- or Myc-tagged versions of Arabidopsis
GLYR1 were constructed in the following manner. First, the full-length GLYR1 open reading frame (ORF)
(At3g25530.1) was amplified (via PCR) from pET15b/GLYR1 (Simpson et al., 2008) using the appropriate
forward and reverse primers that introduced BamHI and XbaI restriction sites immediately 5' and 3' of the
GLYR1 start and stop codons, respectively; refer to Appendix II for information on all oligonucleotides
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used in plasmid construction procedures. The resulting PCR products were then digested with BamHI and
XbaI, gel-purified and subcloned into BamHI-XbaI-digested pRTL2/GFP-MCS, yielding pRTL2/GFPGLYR1.

Similarly, pRTL2/Myc-GLYR1 was constructed by amplifying the GLYR1 ORF from

pET15b/GLYR1 (Simpson et al., 2008) with the appropriate primers and the resulting PCR products were
digested with XbaI and KpnI, gel-purified and subcloned into XbaI-KpnI-digested pRTL2/Myc-MCS. Both
pRTL2/Myc-MCS and pRLT2/GFP-MCS contain the cauliflower mosaic virus [CaMV] 35S promoter and
sequences encoding either the Myc epitope tag (-EQKLISEEDL-) or GFP, followed by a multiple cloning
site (MCS) (Shockey et al., 2006).
pRTL2/GFP-GLYR1∆SRL and pRTL2/Myc-GLYR1∆SRL, encoding modified versions of Nterminal GFP or Myc-epitope tagged GLYR1, whereby the protein‟s C-terminal glutamate was replaced
with leucine, were generated using PCR-based site-directed mutagenesis.

Plasmids encoding GFP

(pUC18/GFP) (Collings et al., 2002), GFP-MFP (pRTL2/GFP-MFP) (Chuong et al., 2005) and GLYR1GFP (pUC18/GLYR1-GFP) (Simpson et al., 2008) have been described elsewhere.
Binary vectors for expressing GFP-GLYR1, GFP-MFP or GFP and Cherry-PTS1 were
constructed using the pSAT and pRCS2 vectors available from Chuong et al. (2005) as follows. First,
pRTL2/Cherry-PTS1 (coding for the monomeric cherry fluorescent protein and the C-terminal ten amino
acid residues of pumpkin hydroxypyruvate reductase (HPR), including its PTS1 [Mano et al., 2002]) was
constructed by introducing (via PCR-based site-directed mutagenesis) sequences coding for –
KALELPVSKL-COOH and a stop codon, at the 3' end of the Cherry ORF in pRLT2/Cherry (Gidda et al.,
2011). Next, pSAT2 was modified such that the AscI site in the plasmids MCS was changed (via sitedirected mutagenesis) into an I-PpoI site, yielding pSAT2/AscI∆I-PpoI. The Cherry-PTS1 ORF was then
excised as a BamHI-XbaI fragment from pRTL2/Cherry-PTS1 isolated from Dam- E. coli (to prevent
methylation of the XbaI site in pRTL2/Cherry-PTS1) and ligated into BamHI-XbaI-digested
pSAT2/AscI∆I-PpoI. Lastly, the (fusion) gene cassette containing Cherry-PTS1 was excised from
pSAT2/Cherry-PTS1 with I-PpoI and ligated into similarly digested pRCS2, yielding pRCS2/Cherry-PTS1.
pSAT4/GFP-GLYR1 and pSAT4/GFP-MFP, coding for a monomeric version of GFP fused to full-length
GLYR1 and MFP (that had been previously modified via site-directed mutagenesis to remove an internal
BsrGI site [pRTL2/GFP-MFP∆BsrGI]), respectively, was constructed by amplifying individually the
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GLYR1 and MFP ORFs along with 5' BsrGI and 3' XbaI sites and ligating the resulting PCR products into
similarly digested pSAT4/GFP (O‟Quinn et al., 2010). The (fusion) gene cassettes for pSAT4/GFPGLYR1, pSAT4/GFP-MFP and pSAT4/GFP were then excised with I-SceI, and ligated individually into ISceI-digested

pRCS2/Cherry-PTS1,

yielding

pRCS2/GFP-GLYR1+Cherry-PTS1,

pRCS2/GFP-

MFP+Cherry-PTS1 and pRCS2/GFP+Cherry-PTS1, respectively.
pRTL2/GFP-GLYR1∆11 and pRTL2/Myc-GLYR1∆11, encoding GFP linked to the GLYR1 with
internal 11 amino acid residues deletion (-VVFDKGGVLEQ-) (refer to Figure 4), were generated by
deleting (via site-directed mutagenesis) sequences coding for those specific 11 amino acid residues.
pRTL2/GFP-SRE and pRTL2/GFP-SST, encoding GFP linked to the C-terminal tripeptide sequence of
Arabidopsis (-SRE) and tobacco (-SST) GLYR1, respectively, were generated by introducing (via sitedirected mutagenesis) sequences coding for -SRE or -SST and a stop codon, at the 3' end of the GFP ORF
in pRTL2/GFP-MCS. Similarly, pRTL2/GFP-X5-SRE and pRLT2/GFP-X5-SST, encoding GFP linked to
the C-terminal eight amino acid residues of Arabidopsis and tobacco GLYR1, respectively, were
constructed by introducing (via site-directed mutagenesis) sequences coding for -EAVKF- or -IRGAQimmediately upstream of the serine at the -3 position in pRTL2/GFP-SRE and pRTL2/GFP-SST,
respectively.
M15-GLYR1-GFP (pUC18/M15-GLYR1-GFP) and M63-GLYR1-GFP (pUC18/M63-GLYR1-GFP),
encoding for N-terminal-truncated versions of C-terminal GFP-tagged GLYR1, whereby sequences up to
the methionine at position 15 or 63, respectively, were removed, were constructed as follows: First, the
appropriate GLYR1 ORFs were amplified (via PCR) from pRTL2/GFP-GLYR1 using the appropriate
forward and reverse primers that introduced NcoI restriction sites immediately 5' of the two different
GLYR1 start codons and 3' of the glutamic acid at the -1 position. The resulting PCR products were then
digested with NcoI, gel-purified and subcloned into NcoI-digested pUC18/GFP, yielding pUC18/M15GLYR1-GFP and pUC18/M63-GLYR1-GFP.
pUC18/N(1-60)-GFP, encoding GFP linked to the N-terminal 60 amino acid residues of
Arabidopsis GLYR1 was constructed in the following manner. First, the ORF for the N-terminal 60 amino
acid residues were amplified (via PCR amplify) with appropriate forward and reverse primers (Appendix
II) that introduced NcoI restriction sites immediately 5' and 3' of the GLYR1 start and stop codons. The
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resulting PCR products were then digested with NcoI, gel-purified and subcloned into NcoI-digested
pUC18/GFP, yielding pUC18/N(1-60)-GFP. pRLT2/GFP-X5-TNL, encoding the C-terminal eight amino
acid residues of Arabidopsis GR1 was also constructed using site-directed mutagenesis to introduce
sequences coding for -KPKPK- and a stop codon, at the 3' end of the GFP ORF in pRLT2/GFP-MCS. GFPC50 was constructed by amplifying (via PCR) sequences coding for the C-terminal 50 amino acid residues
(residues 240-289) in Arabidopsis GLYR1 along with 5‟ BamHI and 3‟ XbaI sites. The resulting PCR
fragments were then digested with BamHI and XbaI, gel-purified and ligated into BamHI-XbaI-digested
pRTL2/GFP-MCS.
pRTL2/Myc-PEX5, encoding for a N-terminal Myc epitope tag linked to full-length PEX5 was
constructed in the following manner. The ORF of PEX5 (At5g56290) was amplified (via PCR amplified)
from pBluescript/PEX5 (a gift from Dr. Bonnie Bartel) with appropriate forward and reverse primers
(Appendix II) that introduced KpnI restriction sites immediately 5' and 3' of the PEX5 start and stop
codons. The resulting PCR products were then digested with KpnI, gel-purified and subcloned into KpnIdigested pRTL2/Myc-MCS, yielding pRTL2/Myc-PEX5. pUC18/GLYR2-GFP (Simpson et al., 2008) has
been described elsewhere.
pRTL2/GFP-GLYR1∆ARE,

pRTL2/GFP-GLYR1∆ARL,

pRTL2/GFP-GLYR1

∆ERE,

and

pRTL2/GFP-GLYR1∆ERL, encoding for GFP linked to full-length Arabidopsis GLYR1, but with one
amino acid substitution at the -3 and/or -1 positions, were generated using site-direct mutagenesis.
pRTL2/mCherry-PTS1∆ARL was generated (via site-directed mutagenesis) by substituting serine at the -3
position and lysine at the -2 position in the PTS1 with alanine and arginine, respectively, and using
pRTL2/mCherry-PTS1 (-KALELPVSKL-COOH) as template DNA. pRTL2/GFP-NADK3 (Waller et al.,
2010), coding for GFP fused to the N terminus of Arabidopsis NADK3, pRLT2/GFP-SKL, coding for GFP
fused to the canonical PTS1 C-terminal tripeptide (-SKL-COOH), Myc-PEX11(a-e), coding for the Myc
epitope fused to N terminus of Arabidopsis PEX11 isoforms a through e (At1g47750, At3g47430,
At1g01820, At2g45740 and At3g61070), and eIF4A-III-GFP-N-BIN, coding for GFP fused to Arabidopsis
eIF4A-III (At3g19760), have been described elsewhere (Collings et al., 2002; Lingard and Trelease, 2006;
Koreleva et al., 2009).
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2.4. Tobacco BY-2 cell culture, Arabidopsis cell culture and biolistic bombardment
Tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum) Bright Yellow-2 (BY-2) and Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana)
suspension-cultured cells were grown in Murashige-Skoog (MS) growth medium (Appendix 1) at 25°C in
the dark on an orbital shaker (150 rpm) as described previously (Banjoko and Trelease, 1995). To perform
plant cultured cells transformations for transient expression of proteins, 4-day-old 50 mL cultures of BY-2
or Arabidopsis cells were used. The cells were centrifuged at setting No. 3 in a Fisher Model 225 swinging
bucket centrifuge (Fisher Scientific) for 5 min. The supernatant medium was decanted and the pelleted
cells were resuspended in one-half volume of tobacco BY-2 or Arabidopsis transformation buffer, or BY-2
medium for visualization of living cells depending on the experiments (Banjoko and Trelease, 1995; Lee et
al., 1997). Next, 4 mL of cells were plated on three pieces of No. 4 Whatman filter paper (Fisher
Scientific) that were previously soaked with 3.5 mL of the transformation buffer or the media and placed
on the lid of a Petri dish. The cells were then placed in the dark at 25°C in a Fisher Scientific incubator
while preparing microcarriers for the bombardment. Cells were bombarded with 1 μg to 5 μg of plasmid
DNA (depending on the experiments) for either single or co-transformations using tungsten particles and a
PDS1000 Biolistic Particle Delivery System (Bio-Rad Laboratories). Following bombardment, cells were
then placed back in the 25°C incubator for 6-40 hrs (depending on the experiment) to allow for (transient)
gene expression and protein intracellular trafficking.

2.4.1. Immunofluorescence microscopy for BY-2 and Arabidopsis suspension cells
Biolistically bombarded BY-2 cells or Arabidopsis cultured cells that were bombarded in
transformation buffer were scraped from the Petri plate and placed in 15 mL conical tubes containing 10
mL of a 1:1 (v/v) solution of 8% (w/v) formaldehyde (Appendix I) and the appropriate transformation
buffer. The cells were then placed on a rocker at room temperature for 45 min. Next, the cells were
centrifuged at setting No. 5 in a clinical centrifuge Model CL (International Equipment Co) for 30 sec, the
supernatant was decanted, and the cells were resuspended in a 1X phosphate buffered saline (PBS)
(Appendix I) to a final volume of 10 mL. The cells were then placed back on the rocker for 1 min,
centrifuged and washed again as described above for additional three times. Bombarded BY-2 cells that
were bombarded in medium were treated differently for the fixation step. The BY-2 medium fixative was
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made in a 50 mL conical tube that 5 mL of 8% formaldehyde, 5 mL of ddH2O, and 10 mL of 100 mM
KH2PO4 at pH 7.2. The cells were scraped from the Petri plate and placed in 15 mL conical tubes
containing 10 mL of BY-2 media fixative, and then placed on a rocker at room temperature for 3 min.
Next, the cells were spun down and resuspended with the remaining 10 mL of fixative. The cells were
placed back on a rocker for 30 min, and then were washed three times as described above. After the final
wash, supernatant was removed for both fixed samples (i.e., in transformation buffer or media), and the
pellet cells were resuspended into 10 mL of 0.01%(w/v) pectolyase Y-23 (Kyowa Hakko U.S.A., Inc.) in
1X PBS was added for BY-2 cells, or pectinase (Sigma aldrich Ltd.) and cellulysin (CalBiochem) for
Arabidopsis cells, to break down the cell wall. The cells were then placed on a rocker for 2 hrs in the 30°C
incubator (Fisher Scientific), and then washed for a total of four times in 1X PBS following the same
procedure described above. However, after the final wash, the cells were resuspended in 3-6 mL of 1 x
PBS (depending on the amount of cells in the tube). Next, 1 mL of suspended cells were placed into a fresh
1.7 mL microfuge tube and 33 μL of 10% (v/v) triton X-100 (in 1X PBS) (Sigma Aldrich Ltd.) was added
to permeabilize all the membranes. The tube was placed on the rocker for 25 min at room temperature and
washed for a total of five times in 1 x PBS as described above.
Fixed,

and

permeabilized

BY-2

cells

and

Arabidopsis

cells

were

processed

for

immunofluorescence microscopy as described by Trelease et al. (1996). Briefly, cells were incubated with
the appropriate primary antibodies for 1 hr on a rocker at room temperature, and then washed a total of four
times in 1 x PBS as described above. Cells were then incubated for 1 hr in the dark with the appropriate
fluorescent dye-conjugated secondary antibodies in 1X PBS on a rocker at room temperature, washed a
total of four times in 1X PBS, and then resuspended in 500 μL of 1X PBS. Slight modification was made
for staining with the 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) stain, that is, 4 μL of DAPI was added directly
to 1 mL of cells that were fixed with formaldehyde. Then, cells were placed onto the rocker for 15 min,
and washed three times as described above.

Sources of antibodies used for subsequent

immunofluorescence staining of cells were as follows: mouse α-Myc antibodies (1:10) and goat α-rabbit or
goat α-mouse Alexa Fluorr 488 IgGs (1:1000) (Cedar Lane Laboratories); rabbit α-cottonseed catalase
(1:1000) (Kunce et al., 1988); mouse α-tobacco catalase hybridoma media (1:10) (Princeton University
Monoclonal Antibody Facility); mouse anti-maize ß-ATPase E monoclonal antibody (7:1000) provided by
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T Elthon (Luethy et al., 1993); rabbit α-chicken, goat α-mouse and goat α-rabbit rhodamine red-X IgGs
(1:500) (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories); custom chicken α-Arabidopsis GLYR1 antibodies were
raised against a synthetic peptide corresponding to the GLYR1 amino acid sequence -EGPVSGSKKPA(residues 117-127) and according to the procedures described in Van Cauwenberghe et al. 2002(1:500)
(2002); DAPI (1:250) (Molecular Probes).
Fluorescent images of the (immuno) labeled BY-2 cells were acquired using an Axioskop 2 MOT
epifluorescence microscope (Carl Zeiss) equipped with a Zeiss 63X Plan Apochromet oil-immersion
objective and a Retiga EXi charged-couple device camera (Qimaging) using Open Lab software package
(version 6.0) (Improvision Inc). Images were processed with deconvolution and/or brightness and contrast
adjustments using Northern Eclipse 7.0 software (Empix Imaging) and all figures presented in thesis were
designed and composed using Adobe Photoshop CS5 (Adobe Systems).

All fluorescent images of

suspension cells shown in individual figures are representative of >15 transformed cells from at least two
independent transformation experiments.

2.4.2. BY-2 suspension cell stress conditions
Stress treatments of BY-2 cells transformed transiently with GFP-GLYR1 or eIF4A-III-GFP were
based on procedures and chemical concentrations described below.

Chemicals were purchased from

Sigma-Aldrich Ltd. Briefly, cells (~6 hrs after bombardment) were either moved to a 37oC incubator
(Vacca et al., 2004; Ishikawa et al., 2005), placed in a laminar flow cabinet with the Petri dish cover
removed and exposed to 254 nm ultraviolet (UV-C) light (Perennes et al., 1999), or incubated with H2O2,
CdCl2•H2O, ethanol, dithiothreitol (DTT) or NaCl by adding stock solutions (prepared in BY-2
transformation buffer [Lingard et al., 2008]) of each chemical to a final concentration of 0.05 mM or 0.08
M (Pacoda et al., 2004; Jang et al., 2005; Sinclair et al., 2009), 100 mM (Islam et al., 2009; RodríquezSerrano 2009), 5% (v/v) (Koroleva et al., 2009b), 50 mM (Horemans et al., 2003; Rosenwasser et al., 2010)
and 250 mM (Wawer et al., 2010), respectively. All stress treatments were carried out for either 10 min, 1
hr or 2 hr, where after cells were formaldehyde fixed and processed for (immuno)fluorescence microscopy
as described above.
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2.5. Agrobacterium tumefaciens transformation
All of A. tumefaciens transformations were performed in the following manner: 1 μg of binary
vector plasmid DNA was added to the 1.7 mL microfuge tube containing 50 μL of A. tumefaciens strain
GV3101 (Koncz and Schell, 1986) competent cells. The tube was then frozen in liquid nitrogen for 30 sec
to 1 min, and then thawed immediately in a 37⁰C water bath for 5 min. Next, the cells were provided with
500 μL to 1 mL of the LB medium under 28⁰C for 2 to 4 hrs to allow cells to recover and to divide.
Subsequently, 300 μL of LB culture was spread onto an agar plate containing 20 μg/mL of rifampicin, 50
μg/mL of gentamycin and 50 μg/mL of spectinomycin.

Thereafter, one putative positive clone was

inoculated into 15 mL LB medium containing the same three antibiotics (mentioned above) grownovernight and the resulting isolated plasmid DNA was verified by restriction digest analysis and automated
sequencing, and stored in -80⁰C freezer for long term storage. To prepare the glycerol stock for long term
storage, 500 μL of the 15 mL culture was added to a 1.75 mL microfuge tube containing 500 μL of 90%
glycerol solution and placed in a -80⁰C freezer.

2.6. General Arabidopsis growth conditions
Arabidopsis seeds were stratified at 4°C in the dark for 2 days before germination, and grown on
MS plate (1× [w/v] MS salts, 1% [w/v] sucrose, 1% [w/v] Agar) with 50 μg/mL of kanamycin. Next,
germinated seedlings were grown under a 16 hrs photoperiod (04:00 hr – 20:00 hr) in environmentallycontrolled incubator (PH-environmental) that was set with at 21/20⁰C day/night temperature. Then, 10-day
old seedlings were transferred into Sunshine mix LA4 soil and grown under a 16 hrs photoperiod (08:00 hr
– 24:00 hr) in environmentally-controlled growth chamber (Phytotron, University of Guelph, Canada) that
was set at 22/20⁰C day/night temperatures, a photosynthetic photon flux density of 138-150 μmol m-2s-1 at
the top of the pots, and 65% relative humidity. Plants were watered twice with ddH2O and once with
fertilized water until the formation of siliques unless indicated otherwise. Dry siliques were then opened by
physical force to collect seeds for propagation of subsequent generations.
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2.7. Plant transformation with A. tumefaciens
Arabidopsis plants were transformed in the following manner in a 5 day process: verified positive
clones of A. Tumefaciens containing the desired construct were inoculated into separate LB pre-culture
(~25 mL of LB medium) with the same three antibiotics as mentioned above on day 1. Then, 10 mL of the
pre-culture from day 1 was subcultured into 500 mL of LB medium containing the same antibiotics, and on
the same day, the LB pre-culture was used to restreak onto a fresh agar plate containing the desired
antibiotic. On the following day (day 2), cells were spun down at 3000 rpm for 15 min at 4⁰C and were
resuspended in 250 mL of 5% sucrose with 50 μL of silwet (Lehle seeds, Texas, US). Arabidopsis plants
(ecotype Columbia) (T0 plants) with flowers were inverted, and dipped into the resuspended solution with
Agrobacterium for 15 sec. Plants were recovered for a day and fresh LB pre-culture was inoculated with
the streak plate from day 2, in which the dipping process was repeated again on day 5. Plants that were
dipped twice were placed back into the environmentally-controlled chamber until dipped siliques turned a
yellowish colour, then the siliques were physically broken open to collect seeds (T 1 seeds) for next
generation. T1 Arabidopsis seeds were stratified at 4°C in the dark for 2 days before germination, and were
grown on Murashige and Skoog (MS) plate (1× MS salts, 1% sucrose, 1% Agar) with the desired
antibiotics (Murashige and Skoog, 1962). Ten putative positive lines derived from each construct (four
constructs) which showed a healthy phenotype (i.e. green cotyledons) were transferred to LA4 soil as
mentioned above. T2 seeds from each line were collected individually and T 2 seedlings were verified by
assessing the fluorescence attributed by the GFP-fusion constructs through epifluorescence microscopy.

2.8. Epifluorescence microscopy of Arabidopsis seedlings and stably-transformed plants
Arabidopsis transgenic seeds were stratified as described above and plated onto MS plates
containing kanamycin. Eight-day old seedlings were viewed under Nikon AZ100 zoom microscope
equipped with a Nikon AZ Plan Apo 1X and a Nikon AZ Plan Fluor 5X objective and a Leica DFC300FX
camera using Adobe Photoshop CS3. Cotyledons, hypocotyls and roots of all the lines were observed to
assess the localization of the GFP- and Cherry- fusion constructs, and three plants from five selected lines
that exhibited bright fluorescence were transferred to LA4 soil and treated as described above. Then,
young and old leaves of 28-day-old plants from the selected lines were removed with scissors, and the
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plants from two of the five selected lines were placed at 12:00 hrs into a separate environmentallycontrolled growth chamber (same model as above) set as described above, except the temperature was 40⁰C
with other parameters remained the same. Young and old leaves from these heat-induced plants were
abscised every 2 hrs until 6 hrs in the heat. All the leaves obtained from non-stressed plants and heatinduced plants were observed with the same Nikon AZ100 zoom microscope to assess GFP-fusion protein
localization.

2.9. Confocal laser-scanning microscopy (CLSM) and photobleaching
Fluorescence Loss In Photobleaching (FLIP) experiments were performed using the Leica CLSM
and 63x oil-immersion objective lens and methods adapted from Shockey et al. (2006) and Buch et al.
(2009). Measurements of prebleached and postbleached signals, modulations of laser light intensity and
time-lapse scanning were all performed using the Leica TCS NT software.

For all experiments,

photobleaching was accomplished by repeatedly scanning a defined region of the cell with high-intensity
illumination (80% transmittance of the 488-nm laser line) every 1.6 s over 90 s. Both the bleached and
unbleached regions were sequentially monitored using low low-intensity illumination (16% transmittance),
the latter regions depicting photobleaching due to image acquisition. The fluorescence intensities were
normalized by setting the initial fluorescence to 100% signal. Plots are shown (see Figure 8) as normalized
fluorescence intensities over time.
All figure compositions and merged images presented in this thesis were generated using Northern
Eclipse software (Empix Imaging Inc.) and Adobe Photoshop CS (Adobe Systems) and representative of
the images obtained in experiments that were replicated at least two times.
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CHAPTERS 3: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION5
3.1. Transiently-expressed GFP-tagged GLYR1 is localized exclusively to the cytosol in Arabidopsis
and BY-2 suspension cells
To begin to test the possibility that the previously reported localization of the Arabidopsis GLYR1GFP fusion protein to the cytosol in tobacco BY-2 cells (Simpson et al., 2008) was due to the disruption of
its putative PTS1 (-SRE-COOH) by the C-terminal-appended GFP moiety and/or its expression in a
different plant species, an N-terminal GFP-tagged-version of GLYR1 (i.e., GFP-GLYR1) was constructed
and its intracellular localization in both BY-2 and Arabidopsis suspension-cultured cells was assessed.
Each of these cell types serves as a reliable experimental system for studying protein targeting and
organelle biogenesis (Brandizzi et al., 2003; Miao and Jiang 2007), yet are also potentially distinct in these
same regards, e.g., due to any unique features in the species/tissue from which they were derived (Faraco et
al., 2011) and/or any clonal variations that may have occurred during their culturing (Scowcroft and Larkin
1988).
Shown in Figure 5 are a series of representative (immuno)epifluorescence images of individual
Arabidopsis and BY-2 cells at 20 hrs after biolistic bombardment, indicating that GFP-GLYR1, similar to
GLYR1-GFP and GFP alone, localizes to the cytosol and not to peroxisomes. That is, in both cell types, all
three transiently-expressed (fusion) proteins exhibited similar diffuse autofluorescence patterns that were
distinct from the punctuate immunofluorescence pattern attributable to the endogenous peroxisomal marker
protein catalase (Mullen et al., 1997a).
Analogous results were obtained when cells expressing GFP-GLYR1 were examined at earlier or
later time points following bombardment, i.e., 6 and 40 hrs post-post-bombardment (Figure 6A). This
latter time point is well past when steady-state protein levels typically peak for a CaMV-35S-promoterdriven construct (i.e., ~16-20 hrs (Lorence and Verpoorte 2004), such as those examined in this study, and
when the trafficking of a corresponding protein product to its final subcellular destination(s) in a plant
suspension cell has normally been achieved, including to peroxisomes (Mullen et al., 1997b; 2001b; Karnik
5

A portion of this chapter has been published in the Jounal of Integrative Plant Biology. 2012. Steven L. K. Ching,
Satinder K. Gidda, Amanda Rochon, Owen R. van Cauwenberghe, Barry J. Shelp and Robert T. Mullen. “Glyoxylate
reductase isoform 1 is localized in the cytosol and not peroxisomes in plant cells”.
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and Trelease 2007). The earlier time point (i.e., 6 hrs post-bombardment) is also significant in terms of
potentially revealing any peroxisomal targeting pathways that might have been saturated at later time
points, resulting in the mistargeting of GFP-GLYR1 to the cytosol, but which apparently was not the case.

Figure 5. Subcellular localization of GLYR1 in BY-2 and Arabidopsis suspension-cultured cells
Shown are representative epi-immunofluorescence micrographs of BY-2 and Arabidopsis cells transientlytransformed (via biolistic bombardment) with GFP- versions of GLYR, GFP alone, or the peroxisomal
marker protein GFP-MFP. Cells shown were formaldehyde fixed for ~20 hrs following bombardment and
then processed for immunofluorescence microscopy as described in the MATERIALS AND METHODS.
Each micrograph is labeled at the top left with the name of the expressed protein or endogenous
peroxisomal catalase. Hatched boxes represent the portion of the GFP-GLYR1- or GFP-MFP-transformed
cells shown at higher magnification in the panels below. Solid arrowheads in the magnified images of the
GFP-MFP-transformed cell (bottom row) indicate examples of colocalization between the expressed fusion
protein and endogenous catalase in peroxisomes. By contrast, the magnified images of the GFP-GLYR1transformed cells (second row) clearly show that the expressed fusion protein does not colocalize with
endogenous peroxisomal catalase. Bars = 10 m.
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Figure 6. Subcellular localization of expressed and endogenous GLYR1, or a modified version of
expressed GLYR1, in BY-2 cells
Shown are representative epi-immunofluorescence micrographs of BY-2 cells transiently (co-)transformed
with either: (A) GFP-GLYR1, then at either 6 or 40 hrs following biolistic bombardment cells were
formaldehyde fixed; (B) GFP-GLYR1, GFP alone, or GFP-MFP, and the peroxisomal marker protein
Cherry-PTS1 (refer also to Figure 2), and then ~20 hrs post-bombardment cells were viewed living, i.e.,
without formaldehyde fixation; or (C) GFP- or Myc-GLYR1∆SRL, i.e., GFP- and Myc-tagged GLRY1
modified to contain a C-terminal -SRL tripeptide, a canonical PTS1. (D) Shown is a representative
epifluorescence micrograph of non-transformed BY-2 cells immunostained with anti-GLYR1 and either
anti-catalase antibodies or anti-β-ATPase antibodies. Each micrograph is labeled at the top left in (A-C)
with the name of the (co-)expressed protein or endogenous peroxisomal catalase, or, in (D) endogenous
mitochondrial β-ATPase and endogenous GLYR1. Hatched boxes in (C) represent the portion of the
GLYR1∆SRL or Myc-GLYR1∆SRL-transformed cells shown at higher magnification in the panels below.
Solid arrowheads in the magnified images in (C) indicate examples of colocalization between the expressed
fusion protein and endogenous catalase in peroxisomes. Note also in (C) that a proportion of GFPGLYR1∆SRL or Myc-GLYR1∆SRL localize also to the cytosol. Solid arrowheads in (B) indicated
examples of colocalization between co-expressed GFP-MFP and Cherry PTS1 in peroxisomes. Bars = 10
m.
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As shown also in Figure 5, an N-terminal Myc-epitope-tagged version of GLYR1 (Myc-GLYR1)
localized to the cytosol and not to catalase-containing peroxisomes in both Arabidopsis and BY-2 cells. By
contrast, GFP-MFP, a fusion protein consisting of GFP linked to the multifunctional protein (MFP), colocalized exclusively with catalase in peroxisomes in both BY-2 and Arabidopsis cells (Figure 5), as was
expected for this well-defined peroxisomal (matrix) marker protein (Chuong et al., 2002; 2005). Taken
together, these results indicate that the localization of GLYR1 to the cytosol is not a consequence of i) the
cultured cell type/species, ii) the temporal efficiency of protein targeting in a transiently-transformed
(cultured) cell, and iii) the position or size of the appended GFP or epitope tag, or iv) due to any negative
effects of GFP on protein targeting to peroxisomes in plant cells in general.
The intracellular localization of expressed GLYR1 was also confirmed not to be influenced by
chemical (formaldehyde) fixation during the immunostaining procedure, since GLYR1-GFP, like GFP and
GFP-MFP, localized in similar ways in living BY-2 cells (Figure 6B). Furthermore, GFP- or Myc-tagged
GLYR1 was competent, at least partially, for import into peroxisomes, since replacement of the C-terminal
glutamate in GLYR1 with leucine, which yields a canonical PTS1 (i.e., a C-terminal small-basichydrophobic tripeptide motif), resulted in the modified fusion protein (GFP-GLYR1∆SRL and MycGLYR1∆SRL) being dual localized to the cytosol and peroxisomes in BY-2 cells (Figure 6C). As discussed
below, this partial peroxisomal targeting of GLYR1 with a canonical PTS1, but yet the apparent lack of
peroxisomal targeting of wild-type GLYR1, might be due to so-called „accessory‟ sequences that usually
lie just upstream of the C terminus and that, depending on a certain cellular cue(s), may regulate PTS1
functioning (or perhaps another unknown PTS) and, thus, the relative distribution of GLYR1 in the cytosol
and peroxisomes.
It is also important to point out that the cytosolic localization observed for each of the various
(wild-type) GLYR1 constructs described above matched that of endogenous GLYR1, at least in
suspension-cultured cells.

That is, the immunostaining of non-transformed Arabidopsis cells with

polyclonal antibodies raised against a synthetic Arabidopsis GLYR1-specific peptide (refer to
MATERIALS AND METHODS for details), yielded a cytosolic fluorescence pattern that, similar to
fluorescence patterns attributable to GFP-GLYR1, GLYR1-GFP and Myc-GLRY1, was distinct from that
of either endogenous peroxisomal catalase and endogenous mitochondrial β-ATPase (Figure 6D).
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However, the generally low signal-to-noise ratio of these antibodies precluded any further assessment at the
localization of endogenous GLYR1 in other plant tissues/cells, microscopically or otherwise, e.g., Western
blotting of Arabidopsis total protein lysates with anti-GLYR1 antibodies failed to reliably yield any
obvious immunodetectable proteins (data not shown).

3.2. GFP-GLYR1 is localized to the cytosol in the leaves of Arabidopsis plants
Based on the previous report that GLYR1 is associated with peroxisomes isolated from mature
Arabidopsis leaves (Reumann et al., 2009), the in vivo microscopic analysis of the intracellular localization
of GLYR1 was extended to test the possibility that the protein targets to peroxisomes in this specific tissue
type. Toward this end, stable transgenic Arabidopsis plants co-expressing GFP-GLYR1 and Cherry-PTS1,
a fusion protein consisting of the Cherry fluorescent protein linked to the PTS1 of the peroxisomal enzyme
hydroxypyruvate reductase (Mano et al., 2002), were generated and visualized microscopically. As such,
the Cherry-PTS1 fusion protein served as a desirable internal control for peroxisomal co-localization during
live-cell imaging.
Shown in figure 7A are representative low- and high-magnified epifluorescence micrographs of
epidermal pavement cells in mature 28-day-old leaves from several different, independent transgenic lines
co-expressing GFP-GLYR1 and Cherry-PTS1. In all cases, GFP-GLYR1 displayed a diffuse cytosolic
fluorescence pattern that was clearly distinct from punctate fluorescence pattern attributable to CherryPTS1-labeled peroxisomes in the same epidermal cells (Figure 7A).
In the same transgenic lines, GFP-GLYR1 also localized to the cytosol and not to
Cherry-PTS1-labeled peroxisomes in various cell types of 7- or 8-day-old seedlings, including the cortical
cells of roots and epidermal cells of hypocotyls and cotyledons (Figure 7B). Furthermore, confocal laserscanning microscopy (CLSM) of the underlying mesophyll cells in the cotyledons of these transgenic
seedlings revealed that, again, GFP-GLYR localized exclusively to the cytosol in this cell type (Figure 7C).
This latter observation is important because in the previous study by Reumann et al. (2009) the mature
leaves used for peroxisome isolations are composed primarily of mesophyll cells, which, due to their
relatively high levels of chlorophyll autofluorescence, can mask the GFP signal and thus prevent any
reliable assessment (i.e., microscopically) of GFP-GLYR1‟s localization in these cells in mature leaves.
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By contrast, mesophyll cells in seedling cotyledons have significantly less chlorophyll than mature leaves
and therefore were deemed a suitable alternative.
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Figure 7. Subcellular localization of GLYR1 in Arabidopsis leaves and seedlings
Shown are representative macro-epifluorescence (A and B) or CLSM (C) micrographs of living transgenic
Arabidopsis 28-day-old (mature) young or old leaves (A) and/or 7- or 8-day-old seedlings (B and C) stably
co-expressing GFP-GLYR1 and the peroxisomal marker protein Cherry-PTS1. Each micrograph is labeled
at the top left with the name of the co-expressed protein and, in some cases, the tissue type. Micrographs of
(A) epidermal pavement cells in mature leaves, (B) cortical and hair cells of roots and epidermal cells of
cotyledons and hypocotyls in seedlings, and (C) mesophyll cells in seedling were selected from those
obtained during replicate experiments (n3) involving ten independent GFP-GLYR/Cherry-PTS1
transgenic lines. Hatched boxes in (C) represent the portion of the GFP-GLYR1- and Cherry-PTS1transformed mesophyll cells shown at higher magnification in the corresponding insets. Also shown in (C)
is the corresponding differential interference contrast (DIC) image. Open arrowheads in (A-C) denote
examples of non-localization of GFP-GLYR1 and peroxisomal Cherry-PTS1. Note also in (C) that the
fluorescence attributable to GFP-GLYR1 was sometimes punctate in appearance (as depicted by open
arrowheads); however, these punctae were clearly distinct from the punctae attributable to Cherry-PTS1 in
nearby peroxisomes and, instead, were likely the result of GFP-GLYR1 localized to distensions of the
cytosol within transvacuolar regions. Bars = 25 m in (A) and (C) and in surface view of seedling
cotyledon in (B), and 50 m elsewhere in (B).
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It is also interesting to point out that, based on the GENEVESTIGATOR and Arabidopsis
eFBrowser (microarray) databases (Toufighi et al., 2005; Zimmermann et al., 2005), endogenous GLYR1 is
annotated as being expressed at relatively high levels throughout Arabidopsis growth and development,
including in 7-day-old seedling cotyledons and ≥17-day-old mature leaves. This implies, albeit indirectly,
that the expression levels of endogenous GLYR1 are somewhat in line with those of the GFP-GLYR1
transgene, i.e., based on the usual high strength of the CaMV-35S promoter in a transgenic Arabidopsis
plants (Holtorf et al., 1995; Bhullar et al., 2009). This also reinforces the notion that the cytosolic
localization of GFP-GLYR1 in transgenic plants (Figure 7), as in suspension-cultured cells (Figure 5), is
not likely an artifact of its (ectopic) overexpression.

3.3. Photobleaching of GFP-GLYR1 confirms that the protein is localized exclusively to the cytosol in
BY-2 cells
While the results above tend to confirm that ectopically-expressed and endogenous Arabidopsis
GLYR1 are equivalent in terms of their localization to the cytosol, at least in suspension cells, the
possibility still exist that, related to my initial hypothesis, GLYR1 is dually-localized in both the cytosol
and peroxisomes. That is, while the majority of the protein is in the cytosol, a small portion is actually in
peroxisomes, and the faint peroxisomal fluorescence signal could be masked by the bright cytosolic
background. To test this possibility, a series of FLIP (Fluorescence Loss In Photobleaching) experiments
were carried out. Specifically, CLSM was used to repeatedly bleach a region (roughly half) of a living
GFP-GLYR1-transformed BY-2 cell and images of the whole cell were acquired before, at intervals
between each bleaching, and after bleach. BY-2 cells were used in these experiments and in majority of the
remaining experiments primarily because of the advantages they have (i.e., size, more well-characterized)
over Arabidopsis suspension cells, which are especially useful for visualizing and distinguishing any
potential differences in the intracellular localization (s) of (co-)expressed proteins, and even more so, there
exists a wealth of information for this model plant cell system in terms of peroxisome biogenesis, stress
response, etc.
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Figure 8. FLIP analysis of a GFP-GLYR1-transformed BY-2 cells
Shown are representative FLIP results for BY-2 cells transiently-expressing either GFP-GLYR1 or GFPMFP. Cells shown were subjected to FLIP (~6 hrs post-bombardment) either while living (cells shown in
top and bottom rows) or after formaldehyde fixation (middle row). As described in detail in the
MATERIALS AND METHODS, a region consisting of roughly half of each cell (i.e., ROI1) was
repeatedly “bleached” every 1.6 s for a total of 90 s. Images shown on the left represent each cell before
bleaching (pre-bleach) and after bleaching (post-bleach). Shown on the right is the corresponding relative
fluorescence intensity (as a percentage) plotted against time for the bleach region (ROI1), the non-bleach
region (ROI2), and, for the GFP-MFP-transformed cell (bottom row), the region just outside the cell
(ROI3). Note in the pre-bleach versus post-bleach images of the GFP-GLYR1-transformed cell (top row)
the uniform disappearance in the diffuse cytosolic fluorescence and a lack of any obvious punctate
fluorescent structures indicative of peroxisomes. Note also that no significant decrease in relative
fluorescence intensity was detected either in ROI2 of the formaldehyde-fixed GFP-GLYR1-transformed
cell (middle row) or in ROI3 next to the GFP-MFP-transformed cell (bottom row), as expected.
Arrowheads in the pre- and post-bleach images of the GFP-MFP-transformed cell (bottom row) indicate
examples of two stationary peroxisomes within the non-bleached region (ROI2) that, based on line-drawn
relative fluorescence measurements (histograms shown), displayed no significant decrease in their
fluorescence intensity when compared to the fluorescence attributable to GFP-MFP in the surrounding
cytosol. Bar = 10 m.
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As shown in figure 8 (top row), the fluorescence within the bleached region (ROI1, [Region Of
Interest 1], green box) of GFP-GLYR1 in BY-2 cells showed a marked decrease in term of the luminance
intensity compared to pre-bleach. Likewise, the fluorescence attributable to the non-bleached region of the
cell (ROI2, purple box) also
displayed a similar phenotype, which implies the fluorescence in the cell was rapidly diffusing across from
the non-bleached area to the bleached area. Notably, there was no detectable punctate fluorescence in the
non-bleached area of the living GFP-GLYR1-transformed-BY-2 cell after bleaching, and thus, the result
suggests that GFP-GLYR1 is localized exclusively to the cytosol.
Parallel FLIP experiments were done with either a formaldehyde-fixed (i.e., non-living) GFPGLYR1-transformed cell (Figure 8, middle row) or a (living) GFP-MFP-transformed cell (Figure 8, bottom
row).

In GFP-GLYR1-transformed-fixed-cell, I showed that there was no significant decrease in

fluorescence occurred in the non-bleached area of the cell, as expected. This result served as a control to
show that the decreased fluorescence in the non-bleach area of the living GFP-GLYR1-transformed-cell
was due to the rapid diffusion of the cytosolic content. On the other hand, in living GFP-MFP-transformedcell, the punctate peroxisomal fluorescence (the arrowheads) in the non-bleached area of the cell showed
higher relative fluorescence intensity when compared to the cytosol fluorescence (refer to histograms in
Figure 8, bottom row). This observation is consistent with the fact that matrix proteins are retained within
the peroxisome after their import (Buch et al., 2009) and therefore unable to diffuse into the bleached
region of the cell and that, while peroxisomes in plants can move in rapid and dynamic ways (Muench and
Mullen 2003), in BY-2 cells, they mostly display slow or negligible mobility (Collings et al., 2003),
especially when imaged during the short time periods of our FLIP experiments.

3.4. GLYR1∆11, a splice variant of GLYR1, does not localize to peroxisomes in Arabidopsis and BY2 suspension cells
Based on the description of the Arabidopsis GLYR1 gene locus at TAIR (www.arabidopsis.org),
At3g25530 is annotated as being expressed as two variants: a longer full-length variant coding for GLYR1
(At3g25530.1) and a smaller spliced variant (referred as GLYR1∆11) (At3g25530.2) that is missing
sequences encoding for an 11-amino-acid-long polypeptide located within the N-terminal half of the
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protein (refer to Figure 4). Since this shorter form of the protein had not been described in any previous
studies and despite both proteins being over 96% identical, including possessing the same putative PTS1
tripeptide (-SRE) at their C termini, it is possible that the difference in the GLYR1∆11 sequence (i.e., the
absence of the internal 11 amino acid residues) might somehow mediate its targeting to peroxisomes. For
example, due to the presence or absence of a post-translational modification, the binding of an accessory
protein(s) that regulates its intracellular distribution, and/or a conformational change that alters the
accessibility of its putative PTS1 or perhaps an internal novel PTS (Jung et al., 2009).
Figure 9 shows representative epifluorescence images of GFP-GLYR1∆11 and Myc-GLYR1∆11
transiently-transformed BY-2 cell, at 20 hrs post-bombardment, both of which contain distinct, large
globular-shaped structures that did not colocalize with endogenous catalase. These results indicate that,
similar to GFP- and Myc- tagged versions of full-length GLYR1, GLYR1∆11 does not target to
peroxisomes. Although the actual localization of these large globular-shaped, GLYR1∆11-containing
structures was not confirmed, they resembled both in their size and distribution the types of structures
observed for other proteins reported to form cytosolic aggregates in transiently-transformed cultured plant
cells (Mullen et al., 2001b; Dhanoa et al., 2010). For these reasons and because i) I was unable to confirm
that GLYR1∆11 is enzymatically active, i.e., E. coli cells transformed with a GLYR1∆11-containing
expression plasmid were not viable (presumably due to the protein‟s propensity to form protein aggregates,
and ii) I did not find any evidence, based on searches from TIGR (The Institute for Genomic Research)
plant transcript assemblies database (http://plantta.jcvi.org/) for the conservation, and thus the biological
significance, of alternative spliced variants of GLYR1 in other plants species, all of the experiments
described in the remainder of this thesis focused solely on full-length GLYR1.
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Figure 9. Subcellular localization of GLYR1∆11 in BY-2 cell
Shown are representative epi-immunofluorescence micrographs of BY-2 transiently-transformed (via
biolistic bombardment) with GFP- or Myc- tagged versions of GLYR1∆11. Cells shown were
formaldehyde fixed for ~20 hrs following bombardment and then processed for immunofluorescence
microscopy. Each micrograph is labeled at the top left with the name of the expressed protein or
endogenous peroxisomal catalase. Also shown is the corresponding DIC (differential interference contrast)
image. Notably, GFP- or Myc-GLYR1∆11 localized to globular structures that did not colocalize with
endogenous peroxisomal catalase. Bar = 10 m.

3.5. The C terminal tripeptide –SRE of GLYR1 is not a functional PTS1
As mentioned in the Introduction, GLYR1 possesses a C-terminal tripeptide (-SRE) that, due to the
glutamate residue at the -1 position, does not entirely conform with the traditional definition of the PTS1,
i.e., an evolutionarily conserved C-terminal SKL tripeptide motif consisting of a small uncharged residue at
the -3 position, a basic residue at the -2 position, and a large and hydrophobic residue at the -1 position (de
Hoop and Ab 1992). Indeed, to our knowledge, -SRE or any other tripeptide sequence with an acidic
residue in the -1 position has not yet been demonstrated experimentally to function as a PTS1 in plants, or
in any other organism. Likewise, analysis of GLYR1 homologs from various other plant species revealed
that none of these proteins possess a C-terminal tripeptide that has been shown to function as a PTS1
(Figure 10A).
Nevertheless, results obtained in the past few years from various bioinformatics studies and
proteome analyses of isolated peroxisomes have revealed that the PTS1 is far more diverse and complex
than just a C-terminal SKL tripeptide motif (Brocard and Hartig 2006; Mizuno et al. 2008; Palma et al.
2009; Ghosh and Berg 2010; Reumann 2011). For instance, in a recent survey of all known Arabidopsis
peroxisomal proteins, as well as their putative orthologs and homologous ESTs from other diverse plant
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species, over 23 new PTS1 tripeptides were identified, many of which possess amino acid residues that
differ considerably from those originally defined by the SKL motif (Lingner et al. 2011). Furthermore,
most, if not all, PTS1-containing proteins, especially those that possess a divergent (i.e., non-SKL) PTS1,
appear to rely on so-called „accessory‟ or „auxiliary‟ residues that lie just upstream of their C termini and
function to contextually enhance the efficiency of peroxisomal targeting (Brocard and Hartig 2006).
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Figure 10. Alignment of plant GLYR1 C-terminal sequences and subcellular localization of various
GFP-GLYR1 C-terminal fusion proteins in BY-2 cells
(A) Deduced C-terminal amino acid sequences of Arabidopsis GLYR1 and homologs from various other
plant species. Sequences were obtained from NCBI (The National Center for Biotechnology Information)
(http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi?CMD=Web&PAGE_ TYPE=BlastHome) or TIGR (The Institute
for Genomic Research) (http://plantta.jcvi.org/) and aligned using the ClustalW algorithm (http://npsapbil.ibcp.fr/cgi-bin/npsa_automat.pl?page=npsa_clustalw.html). Identical amino acids in each protein are
indicated by asterisks and strongly similar residues are indicated by colons. The C-terminal tripeptide
sequence for each protein is bolded. GenBank protein accession numbers or TIGR transcript assembly
numbers are as follows: Arabidopsis (A. thaliana) BAH19592; castor bean (Ricinus communis)
XP_002524571.1; cotton (Gossypium raimondii) TA10286_29730; grape (Vitis vinifera) XP_0022652;
lettuce (Lactuca serriola) TA1866_75943; potato (Solanum tuberosum) TA26570_4113; pepper (Capsicum
annum) TA6249_4072; popular (Populus trichocarpa) XP_002320548; rice (Oryza sativa)
NP_001047154; tobacco (Nicotiana tabacuum) TA12612_4097. (B) Shown are representative epiimmunofluorescence micrographs of BY-2 cells transiently-transformed (individually via biolistic
bombardment) with various GFP C-terminal fusion proteins, including GFP linked to either the C-terminal
tripeptide (-SRE or -SST), eight (-X5-SRE or -X5-SST) or fifty (C50) amino acid residues from Arabidopsis
and/or tobacco GLYR1, the canonical PTS1 tripeptide -SKL, or the C-terminal eight amino acids (-X5TNL) from Arabidopsis GR1. Cells shown were formaldehyde fixed ~20 hrs following bombardment and
then processed for immunofluorescence microscopy. Each micrograph is labeled at the top left with the
name of the expressed GFP fusion protein or endogenous peroxisomal catalase. Hatched boxes represent
the portion of the GFP-SRE- or GFP-SKL- transformed cells shown at higher magnification in the panels to
the right. Solid arrowheads in the magnified images of the GFP-SKL-transformed cell indicate examples of
colocalization between the expressed fusion protein and endogenous catalase in peroxisomes. Note that,
unlike GFP-SKL, GFP-X5-TNL localized to the cytosol and peroxisomes, based on its partial colocalization
with endogenous catalase. Bar = 10 m.
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There is also growing appreciation that changes in the overall conformation of a protein, for
instance, in response to a certain cellular cue, can influence the accessibility of its PTS1; hence, a protein
that contains a PTS1 that, on its own is sufficient for targeting to peroxisomes, may in some cases be
localized to the cytosol or some other subcellular compartment (Eisenhaber and Eisenhaber 2007; Mizuno
et al. 2008; Reumann 2011). Taken together, this means that the current criteria by which a C-terminal
tripeptide is predicted and/or experimentally confirmed to be a bona fide PTS1 must take into consideration
not only the ever-expanding flexibility of functional residues within the PTS1 tripeptide motif, but also the
structural/sequence-related context in which the tripeptide normally exists.
Therefore, –SRE, either on its own or in the context of additional upstream „accessory‟ residues
from GLYR1 was tested to determine if this sequence can actually function as a divergent PTS1 in plant
cells. As shown in the representative epifluorescence images in Figure 10B, GFP-SRE, GFP-X5-SRE, and
GFP-C50, consisting of N-terminal GFP fused to either the –SRE tripeptide alone or to the C-terminal eight
or 50 amino acid residues of GLYR1, respectively, were all localized exclusively to the cytosol and not to
catalase-containing peroxisomes in BY-2 cells. Likewise, the C-terminal tripeptide from tobacco GLYR1, SST (refer to Figure 10A), either on its own or in the context of additional upstream residues, were also not
capable to target to peroxisomes, i.e., both GFP-SST and GFP-X5-SST localized exclusively to the cytosol.
These latter data are important because –SST compared to other C-terminal tripeptides found in other plant
GLYR1 homologs (with the exception of –SRE in Arabidopsis GLYR1), is perhaps the least divergent
from the traditional SKL tripeptide motif (refer to Figure 10A). Moreover, another C-terminal tripeptide
with a (non-basic) serine at the -2 position, -SSM was shown to function as a PTS1 in plant cells (Lingner
et al., 2011), and hence I considered it worthwhile to investigate whether –SST functioned (or not) in the
same way.
For comparison purposes, GFP was fused to the canonical PTS1 tripeptide –SKL (GFP-SKL) and
shown to be localized exclusively to peroxisomes in BY-2 cells (Figure 10B), as expected (Mullen et al.,
1997). Whereas GFP-X5-TNL, consisting of the C-terminal eight amino acid residues of Arabidopsis GR1,
localized to both peroxisomes and the cytosol (Fig. 10B). These latter results were also expected based on
reported dual localization of GR1 in peroxisomes and the cytosol being mediated, at least in part, by its
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divergent and apparently functionally inefficient (i.e., weak) PTS1 tripeptide, -TNL (Kataya and Reumann,
2008).

3.6. GLYR1 is not relocalized from the cytosol to peroxisomes in BY-2 cells co-expressing the PTS1
receptor, PEX5
While the results presented thus far indicate that GLYR1 is localized to the cytosol and that –SRE
is not a functional PTS1 (Figure 10), the possibility still exists that ectopically-expressed GLYR1 was
localized to the cytosol due to the lack of sufficient amounts of the endogenous PTS1 receptor, PEX5, the
soluble peroxin responsible for recognizing and shuttling nascent PTS1-bearing proteins from the cytosol to
the peroxisomal surface for subsequent translocation into the organelle‟s interior (Lanyon-Hogg et al.,
2010). While, to my knowledge there is no published evidence that the over-expression of PEX5 can
actually enhance the targeting of a weak PTS1-bearing protein from the cytosol to peroxisomes, it has been
shown that pex5 mutants in Arabidopsis are disrupted in terms of the peroxisomal import of PTS1-bearing
proteins (Khan and Zolman, 2010). Thus, it is not unreasonable to speculate that proteins containing a
PTS1, perhaps even a divergent (i.e., weak) PTS1, such as in GLYR1, could be more efficiently localized
to peroxisomes if additional amounts of PEX5 were present in the cell.
Shown in Figure 11 are a series of representative (immuno)epifluorescence images of individual
BY-2 cells at 20 hrs after biolistic bombardment, indicating that Myc-PEX5, an N-terminal Myc-tagged
version of Arabidopsis PEX5 (provided by Bonnie Bartel, Rice University) (Ramón and Bartel, 2010),
alone was localized predominantly to the cytosol, as expected for this soluble, cytosolic receptor protein
(Lanyon-Hogg et al., 2010). Similarly, when Myc-PEX5 was co-expressed with GFP-GLYR1, both
proteins were localized exclusively to the cytosol, with no indication of a punctate fluorescence pattern
attributable to either protein being (re)localized at peroxisomes. These latter results indicate that overexpression of the PEX5 receptor does not influence the localization of GLYR1, reinforcing the notion that
the protein is not a peroxisomal protein constituent.
Interestingly, BY-2-transformed cells co-transformed with Myc-PEX5 and either PTS1-bearing
GFP-MFP or Cherry-PTS1, also displayed diffuse fluorescence patterns for both sets of proteins (Figure
11), indicating that both peroxisomal proteins were mislocalized to the cytosol when co-expressed with the
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receptor protein. This result indicates that over-expression of the PEX5 receptor has a dominant-negative
effect on the peroxisomal targeting pathway(s) of PTS1-containing proteins.

Figure 11. Subcellular localization of GLYR1 in BY-2 cells over-(co)expressing the PTS1 receptor
PEX5
Shown are representative epi-immunofluorescence micrographs of BY-2 transiently-transformed (via
biolistic bombardment) with either Myc-PEX5 (co)expressing with GFP-GLYR1, GFP-MFP, CherryPTS1, or GLYR2-GFP; or Myc-PEX5, PTS2-GFP, or GLYR2-GFP alone. Cells shown were formaldehyde
fixed for ~20 hrs following bombardment and then processed for immunofluorescence microscopy. Each
micrograph is labeled at the top left with the name of the (co-)expressed protein or endogenous catalase or
NAGK, or, in with the name of the (co-)expressed protein. Bar = 10 m.
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Analogous results were obtained in BY-2 cells expressing both Myc-PEX5 and PTS2-GFP at 20
hrs post-bombardment. That is, PTS2-GFP, a peroxisomal fusion protein consisting of GFP fused to at its N
terminus to the PTS2 from rat liver thiolase (Flynn et al., 1998), localized to peroxisomes when expressed
on its own, as expected (Flynn et al., 1998), but localized to the cytosol when co-expressed with MycPEX5 (Figure 11). This latter result is consistent with the premise that PEX5 also participates in the PTS2
pathway (Khan and Zolman, 2010). On the other hand, GFP-GLYR2, colocalized with endogenous plastid
marker, NAGK (Simpson et al., 2008) as expected, and was not mislocalized when co-expressed with MycPEX5 (Figure 11); the latter result also being expected, since GLYR2 possesses a plastid targeting signal
(Simpson et al., 2008) that is not recognized by the PEX5 receptor.

3.7. The phosphorylation status of the GLYR1 C-terminal tripeptide -SRE does not affect the
protein‟s intracellular localization
As mentioned in the Introduction, there is a possibility that GLYR1 is localized to two distinct
intracellular compartments, i.e., the cytosol and peroxisomes, and that the relative distribution of the
protein (in these two cellular regions) is dynamic and perhaps, regulated in a phosphorylation-dependent
manner (Wolf et al., 2010). One pertinent example of this type of regulation is yeast Gpd1p, which was
shown previously to localize to either the cytosol or peroxisomes, and depending upon the physiological
status of the cell (e.g., under osomotic stress condition), the relative distribution of the protein is regulated
by phosphorylation of specific amino acid residues adjacent to the enzyme‟s PTS2 (Jung et al., 2009). That
is, the phopshorylation of two serine residues adjacent to the PTS2 in Gpd1p leads to a corresponding
change in the accessibility of the PTS2 to the cognate receptor PEX7 and, which subsequently redirects the
protein from the cytosol to peroxisomes (Jung et al., 2009).
Notably, the serine at the -3 position in Arabidopsis GLYR1 is predicted by NetPhos 2.0
(http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/ NetPhos/) to be phosphorylated (score = 0.776). Hence, analogous to yeast
Gpd1p (Jung et al., 2009), the possibility that GLYR1 is relocalized from the cytosol to peroxisomes by
phosphorylation of its putative PTS1 was tested. Toward this end, mutants that mimic constitutively
phosphorylated (GFP-GLYR1ΔERE) or dephosphorylated (GFP-GLYR1ΔARE) versions of the serine at
the -3 position of GFP-GLYR1 were constructed, i.e., the serine at the -3 position of GLYR1 was replaced
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with either a glutamate or alanine residue in order to resemble the charge of a phosphorylated or
dephosphorylated serine, respectively (Kurmangaliyev et al, 2011). As shown in Figure 12, GFPGLYR1ΔARE and GFP-GLYR1ΔERE, were both localized exclusively to the cytosol and not to catalasecontaining peroxisomes in transiently-transformed BY-2 cells, suggesting that the phosphorylation status of
the serine at the -3 position of the GLYR1 tripeptide does not affect the localization of the protein.
Nonetheless, the corresponding phosphomimic (GFP-GLYR1ΔERL) and dephosphorylation mutants (GFPGLYR1ΔARL) of GFP-GLYR1∆SRL were assessed in order to detect whether the phosphorylation of
GLYR1 with a canonical PTS1 (i.e., SRL) would affect its targeting to peroxisomes, perhaps in a more
efficient or inefficient manner. However, as shown also in Figure 12, GFP-GLYR1ΔERL was localized to
the cytosol and not to peroxisomes, presumably due to the relative larger size of the glutamate residue at
the -3 position, which prevents the binding to PEX5 (Gatto et al., 2003). Likewise, GFP-GLYR1ΔARL
was also localized exclusively to the cytosol (Figure 12) despite the fact that -ARL had been reported to be
a functional PTS1 in plant cells (Lingner et al., 2011). Given these data were unexpected, a similar mutant
version of mCherry-PTS1 was built, i.e., mCherry-PTS1 ΔARL, whereby the serine at the -3 position was
replaced with an alanine, and shown to localize to catalase-containing peroxisomes (Figure 12), suggesting
that a functional PTS1 must be placed in the correct context in order for the protein to target to peroxisomes
and/or the C-terminal ARL is a weaker PTS1 than –SRL, at least in the context of GFP-GLYR1.
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Figure 12. Subcellular localization of phosphomimic and dephosphorylation mutants of the –SRE
tripeptide in GFP-GLYR1
Shown are representative epi-immunofluorescence micrographs of BY-2 transiently-transformed (via
biolistic bombardment) expressing either i) GFP-GLYR1 with either phosphomimic- (-ERE) or phosphormutants (-ARE) tripeptide, or, ii) GFP-GLYR1∆SRL with either phosphomimic (-ERL) or phosphormutants (-ARL) tripeptide, or iii) Cherry-PTS1 with -ARL. Cells shown were formaldehyde fixed for ~20
hrs following bombardment and then processed for immunofluorescence microscopy. Each micrograph is
labeled at the top left with the name of the expressed proteins or endogenous peroxisomal catalase. Hatched
boxes represent the portion of the Cherry-PTS1∆ARL- transformed cells shown at higher magnification in
the panels to the right. Solid arrowheads in the magnified images of the Cherry-PTS1∆ARL-transformed
cell indicate examples of colocalization between the expressed fusion protein and endogenous catalase in
peroxisomes. Note that Cherry-PTS1∆ARL localizes to peroxisomes, whereas GFP-GLYR1∆ARL is
localized exclusively to the cytosol. Bar = 10 m.
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3.8. Co-expressed NADK3 does not „piggy-back‟ GLYR1 to peroxisomes in BY-2 cells
Since the results presented thus far suggest that GLYR1 is not localized to peroxisomes and does
not possess a functional PTS1 tripeptide, the possibility that GLYR1, similar to some peroxisomal matrix
proteins that do not possess a PTS1 or PTS2, relies instead on a so-called „piggybacking‟ mechanism in
order to target to peroxisomes. For example, SOD1 which lacks a PTS can interact with its copper
chaperone that possesses a PTS1 and thus, serves to shuttle both proteins as oligomeric protein complex to
the peroxisomal matrix (Islinger et al., 2009).
Based

on

the

Arabidopsis

interaction

viewer

(http://bar.utoronto.ca/interactions/cgi-

bin/arabidopsis_interactions_viewer.cgi), three putative interaction partners have been identified for
Arabidopsis GLYR1 (Figure 13A) (Geisler-Lee et al., 2007). These include: i) an ubiquitin-protein ligase 1
(At1g55860); ii) a protein similar to ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme (At3g13550); and iii) an RNA-binding
family protein (At3g56510). None of these three proteins, however, are predicted to be localized to the
peroxisome,

at

least

based

(http://suba.plantenergy.uwa.edu.au/).

on

the

SubCellular

Proteomic

Database

(SUBA)

Consequently, other putative GLYR1 interaction partners were

identified based on those proteins that are known to participate with GLYR1 in the GABA pathway, e.g.,
proteins that provide the substrates for or metabolize the products derived from the GLYR1-dependent
reaction (Figure 3). Notably, one of the peroxisomal candidates that is related in this way to GLYR1 is
NADK3; a peroxisomal enzyme possesses a PTS1 and functions in balancing the overall redox status
within the peroxisome by converting NADP + to NADPH, a co-factor that is used by GLYR1 to reduce SSA
and glyoxylate (refer to Figure 3) (Waller et al., 2010).
As shown in Figure 13B, in BY-2 transformed cell expressing GFP-NADK3 on its own, consisting
of GFP fused to the N terminus of Arabidopsis NADK3, was localized to catalase-containing peroxisomes,
as expected (Waller et al., 2010). Similarly, GFP-NADK3 localized to peroxisomes when co-expressed
with Myc-GLYR1, which itself was localized exclusively to the cytosol and not to peroxisomes (Figure
13B), just as it did when expressed on its own (Figure 5). These results suggest that NADK3 does not
facilitate the import of GLYR1 to peroxisomes. However, it is important to point out that there are several
other GLYR1-associated proteins, other than NADK3, such as glycolate oxidase that would provide
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glyoxylate for GLYR1 (see Figure 3), but it is beyond the scope of my thesis project to test all of these
proteins.

Figure 13. Subcellular localization of GLYR1 co-expressed with NADK3 in BY-2 cells
(A) Predicted interaction partner for Arabidopsis GLYR1 (At3g25530) obtained from Arabidopsis
Interactions Viewer. Colors indicate the subcellular localization for the particular protein (Gray – unknown;
Blue – nucleus; Light blue – mitochondria). (B) Shown are representative epi-immunofluorescence
micrographs of BY-2 cells transiently-transformed (via biolistic bombardment) with GFP-NADK3 alone,
or (co)expressing with Myc-GLYR1. Cells shown were formaldehyde fixed for ~20 hrs following
bombardment and then processed for immunofluorescence microscopy. Each micrograph is labeled at the
top left with the name of the expressed proteins. Bar = 10 m.
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3.9. GLYR1 does not possess a functional PTS2
Despite the fact that GLYR1 with the exposed N terminus (i.e., GLYR1-GFP) was previously
reported to localize exclusively to the cytosol (Simpson et al., 2008), indicating that GLYR1 does not
possess a PTS2, the possibility still exists that GLYR1 possesses a PTS2 that is accessible only in a
regulated manner. For example, the Arabidopsis TTL protein is encoded by a gene locus that produces two
mRNA transcripts through alternative splicing, such that an internal PTS2 only becomes exposed in the
shorter spliced variant. That is, while the longer TTL mRNA transcript encode the full-length protein with
an internal, non-functional PTS2, the shorter (spliced) mRNA transcript encodes a protein wherein the
PTS2 is now near the N terminus and thus accessible to the PEX7 receptor (Lamberto et al., 2010).
Based on the Do-it-yourself Blocks search (http://www.peroxisomedb.org/diy_PTS2.html) and
recent experimental data for the functional diversity of the PTS2 motif in plant cells (Simkin et al., 2011),
several putative PTS2 motifs were identified for GLYR1, at least one of which is in the N-terminal half of
the protein (-LEQICEGKG- at positions 81 – 89, refer to Figure 3). However, all of the data obtained thus
far with the full-length GLYR1 has indicated the protein is localized only to the cytosol. Thus, this putative
PTS2 does not appear to be functional. Nevertheless, it is possible that PTS2 functionality requires that the
motif to be located near to the protein‟s N terminus (Kunze et al., 2011) and, perhaps more importantly,
GLYR1 is synthesized as a shorter N-terminal truncated protein due to alternative translation initiation,
allowing the putative PTS2 (-LEQICEGKG-) to be exposed. In fact, it has been shown previously that one
of the more common mechanisms underlying the localization of dual-targeted proteins is through
alternative translation initiation (Silva-Filho, 2003). That is, a single transcript using two potential in-frame
start codons is translated into two individual, but distinct protein products that are localized to different
intracellular compartments. For example, the Arabidopsis organellar DNA polymerases gene POLγ2,
encodes a single mRNA transcript that encodes both mitochondrial and plastidial targeting sequences at the
N terminal region of the protein, and depending where protein translation begins, the resulting protein
product is imported into either one of the two intracellular compartments (Wamboldt et al., 2009).
Given this, the question of whether the translation of the GLYR1 transcripts starts somewhere
downstream from the current known translation site, resulting in the putative PTS2 being positioned closer
to the N terminus and, thus, GLYR1 being targeted to peroxisomes, was addressed. Toward this end, two
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putative start methionines at positions 15 and 64 were identified in GLYR1 based on their relatively high
scores (0.615 and 0.795) (refer to Figure 3) using the start methionine prediction program
(http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetStart/).

Notably, the start methionine in full-length GLYR1 was

predicted by the same program to have a lower score (0.320). Hence, the current start methionine for the
full-length GLYR1 may not be the „true‟ start methionine, in which the protein‟s putative PTS2, in the case
of so-called full-length GLYR1 examined thus far, was inaccessible to its cognate receptor; thus, resulting
in the protein being mislocalized to the cytosol.

Figure 14. Subcellular localization of GLYR1 with alternative start methionines in BY-2 cell
Shown are representative epi-immunofluorescence micrographs of BY-2 cells transiently-transformed (via
biolistic bombardment) with GLYR1-GFP fusion proteins that start with alternative start methionine. Cells
shown were formaldehyde fixed ~20 hrs following bombardment and then processed for
immunofluorescence microscopy. Each micrograph is labeled at the top left with the name of the expressed
GFP fusion protein or endogenous peroxisomal catalase. Note that M 63-GLYR1-GFP was predominantly
localized to the cytosol with few punctate structures or aggregate that did not colocalize with endogenous
catalase as shown in high magnified image depicted by arrowheads (bottom row). Bar = 10 m.
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To address this possibility, Arabidopsis GLYR1-GFP mutants utilizing either one of the two
putative initiation methionines were constructed, i.e., M15-GLYR1-GFP and M63-GLYR1-GFP (see above).
As shown in Figure 14, both N-terminal truncated versions of GLYR1-GFP were localized predominantly
to the cytosol and not to catalase-containing peroxisomes, suggesting the putative PTS2 in GLYR1 (LEQICEGKG-) is not functional, even when located closer to the N terminus of the protein. Notably, in
BY-2 cells expressing M63-GLYR1-GFP, globular structures were also observed that resemble the
aggregate structures found in GFP-GLYR1∆11-transformed cells (Figure 9), and thus were considered to
be presumably formed as a consequence of protein misfolding.

3.10. GLYR1 is localized to the cytosol in cells over-expressing the peroxisome division factor PEX11
Another possible means by which GLYR1 maybe be targeted to peroxisomes is under certain
cellular and/or environmental condtions, such as biotic stress (see below section 3.11), or perhaps the
division status of peroxisomes themselves. That is, it may be that GLYR1 is localized specifically to
newly-divided or dividing peroxisomes, wherein the organelles protein constituent may vary in response to
the needs of the cell in which it resides (Lingard et al., 2008; Koch et al., 2010; also reviewed in Hu, 2010).
To test the possibility that the division status of peroxisomes influences the localization of GLYR1,
GFP-GLYR1 was co-expressed individually with each of the five Myc-tagged isoforms of Arabidopsis
PEX11 [Myc-PEX11(a-e)], all of which are well known to be involved in the regulation of peroxisome
division and/or proliferation in plant cells (Lingard and Trelease, 2006; Lingard et al., 2008; Hu, 2010). As
shown in Figure 15A, when each of the five Myc-PEX11(a-e) isoforms was co-expressed with the
peroxisomal marker protein GFP-MFP in BY-2 cells, distinct punctate fluorescence patterns attributable to
changes in peroxisome morphology and/or abundance were apparent. For instance, in BY-2 cells coexpressing Myc-PEX11 isoform a and e, the number of peroxisomes was increased, whereas expressed
Myc-PEX11b caused peroxisomes to form aggregates, while Myc-PEX11 isoform c and d resulted in
peroxisomes forming more elongated-shape structures, all as expected (Lingard and Trelease, 2006;
Lingard et al., 2008). Notably, fluorescence structures attributable to Myc-PEX11(a-e) sometimes did not
contain GFP-MFP, presumably because nascent GFP-MFP proteins had yet to be imported into mature or
nascent peroxisomes.
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Figure 15. Subcellular localization of expressed-GLYR1 with PEX11(a-e) in transformed BY-2 cells
Shown are representative epi-immunofluorescence micrographs of BY-2 transiently-transformed
(individually via biolistic bombardment) with Myc-PEX11(a-e) with (A) GFP-MFP, or (B) GFP-GLYR1.
Localization of plasmids encoding Myc-PEX11(a-e) in transiently-transformed BY-2 cells at 20 hrs postbombardment. Cells shown were formaldehyde fixed for ~20 hrs following bombardment and then
processed for immunofluorescence microscopy. Each micrograph is labeled at the top left with the name of
the expressed proteins. Note that the morphological changes in peroxisomes attributed to each PEX11 and
also note that the number of peroxisomes in Myc-PEX11 was more abundance compared to GFP-MFP,
presumably due to the nascent peroxisomes that had yet to import GFP-MFP. Bar =10 μm.
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Also shown in Figure 15, parallel experiments with GFP-GLYR1 co-expressed with each of the
five Myc-PEX11(a-e) isoforms.

Simiarly, Myc-PEX11(a-e) localized to peroxisomes, as expected,

whereas GFP-GLYR1 was localized exclusively to the cytosol in all cells. These results suggest again that
GLYR1 is not imported into peroxisomes even when the division status of the organelle is altered, at least
not in BY-2 cells.

3.11. GLYR1 is not relocalized from the cytosol to peroxisomes in response to abiotic stress
While all of the data presented thus far indicate that GLYR1 is not localized to peroxisomes in a
PTS1-dependent manner, several peroxisomal proteins are known to lack a PTS1 (or a PTS2) and instead
are sorted to peroxisomes by another novel (internal) PTS (Penha et al., 2009; Galland et al., 2010) or by
forming a complex with a PTS-containing protein, a process referred to as „piggyback import‟ (Islinger et
al., 2009). Some proteins are also dual localized to both peroxisomes and the cytosol with their distribution
between these two compartments apparently regulated in a conformational- and conditional-dependent
manner (Danpure et al., 2006; Luo et al., 2008; Ma and Reumann 2008; Mizuno et al., 2008; Jung et al.,
2010; Kataya and Reumann 2010; Lu and McAlister-Henn, 2010; Meyer et al., 2011). That is, as
mentioned above, depending on a certain developmental, tissue/specific and/or environmental cue(s), such
as cellular stress, a conformational change occurs within the protein that leads to a corresponding change in
the accessibility of its PTS or its ability to bind to a PTS-containing partner protein manner. Whatever the
reason, the outcome is a change in the relative distribution of the protein between the cytosol and
peroxisomes.
Given that a similar scenario might also apply to GLYR1, I tested whether the protein is somehow
relocalized from the cytosol to peroxisomes in response to various abiotic stress conditions, including those
that have been shown elsewhere to cause an increase in GLYR1 gene expression and GLYR1 enzyme
product (GHB) levels (Allan et al., 2008; 2012) or result in GLYR1 being post-translationally modified,
i.e., GLYR1 is subjected to gluthionylation in response to an oxidative stress (Dixon et al., 2005). As
shown in Figure 16A, the cytosolic localization of GFP-GLYR1 was unaffected when BY-2 cells
transiently expressing this fusion construct were subjected to a wide range of abiotic stress conditions,
including heat stress, reductive or oxidative stress, ethanol or osmotic stress. Similarly, GFP-GLRY1
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remained localized to the cytosol in various cell types of stable transgenic seedlings that were subjected to a
heat stress (Figure 16B).
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Figure 16. Subcellular localization of GFP-GLYR1 in either BY-2 cells or Arabidopsis seedlings
subjected to abiotic stress
Shown are representative (macro) epi-immunofluorescence micrographs of either (A) BY-2 cells
transiently-expressing GFP-GLYR1 and subjected to various abiotic stress conditions or (B) 8-day-old
Arabidopsis seedlings stably co-expressing GFP-GLYR1 and Cherry-PTS1 and subjected to a 37oC heat
stress. BY-2 cells (~6 hrs post-bombardment) were subjected to individual stress conditions for 1 hr and
then formaldehyde fixed and processed for immunofluorescence microscopy. Arabidopsis seedlings were
heat stressed for 1 hr and then viewed immediately. Each micrograph is labeled at the top left with the
name of the (co-)expressed protein or endogenous peroxisomal catalase, the applied stress, and, in some
instances (in [B]), the tissue type. Also indicated in (A) is the type of stress that was applied to the BY-2
cells, whereas in (B) the seedling tissue type is also indicated. Bars = 10m in (A) and 50 m in (B).
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Combined, these results suggest that stress-induced changes in cellular physiology do not promote
relocalization of GLYR1 from the cytosol to peroxisome. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that
such an effect on GLYR1 localization might have occurred if one or more of the stress conditions had been
applied in a different way (e.g., a different reagent concentration, incubation time, etc.), or if other stress
conditions had been tested, or combinations thereof. Nonetheless, the stress conditions employed here were
considered to have had a physiological/cellular effect since they were based on those employed in other
studies wherein the cellular responses have been well documented; refer to the MATERIALS AND
METHODS for references and specific details on the stress experiments carried out in this study.
Moreover, at least for BY-2 cells, eIF4A-III-GFP, a fusion protein that serves as a general indicator of plant
stress (Koreleva et al., 2009a; 2009b), was shown to be relocalized, as expected, from the nucleoplasm and
nucleolus in cells subjected to standard (i.e., non-stressed) conditions to primarily the nucleolus in cells
subjected to the same stress conditions that were employed in my experiments with GFP-GLYR1 (Figure
17A).
Additionally, at least in Arabidopsis, certain oxidative stress conditions (e.g., H 2O2) causes a
morphogical change to peroxisomes, from the spherical form into the elongated form (Sinclair et al., 2009).
Notably, in untransformed BY-2 cells subjected to these oxidative stress conditions as shown in Figure
17B, based on endogenous catalase immunostaining, these peroxisomes occasionally displayed changes in
their morphology, including adopting more elongated-shaped structures that are different from the punctate
peroxisomes in the unstressed BY-2 (refer to Figure 5), as expected (Rodríguez-Serranto et al., 2009;
Sinclair et al., 2009).
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Figure 17. Subcellular localization of eIF4A-III-GFP in BY-2 cells subjected to abiotic stress and
alterations of peroxisome morphology in non-transformed BY-2 cells subjected to an oxidative stress
Shown are representative epi-(immuno)fluorescence micrographs of either: (A) eIF4A-III-GFP-transientlytransformed BY-2 cells (~6 hrs post-bombardment) subjected to various abiotic stress conditions for 1 h,
formaldehyde fixed, and in some cases incubated with the DNA fluorescent stain DAPI; or (B) nontransformed BY-2 cells incubated with 0.08 M H2O2 for 1 hr and then formaldehyde fixed and processed
for endogenous catalase immunostaining. Each micrograph is labeled at the top left with the type of stress
that was applied to the cells. Note in (A) that the corresponding DAPI and DIC images are presented only
for the non-stressed (top row) and 37oC heat-stressed (second row) eIF4A-III-GFP-transformed cells.
Arrowheads in (A) (top two rows) indicate the relative position of the nucleolus in the eIF4A-III-GFPtransformed cells; note that the expressed fusion protein accumulates throughout the entire nucleus,
including the nucleoplasm and nucleolus, in the non-stressed cell, whereas the fusion protein localizes
predominantly in the nucleolus of the cell(s) subjected to abiotic stress. Hatched boxes in (B) represent the
portion of the cells shown at higher magnification in the panels to the right. Arrowheads in (B) indicate
examples of H2O2-induced elongated peroxisomes; compare with other, more typical (spherical)-shaped
peroxisomes in the same cells or in other cells (e.g., refer to images of endogenous catalase-stained
peroxisomes in non-stressed cells shown in Figure 1). Bars = 10m.
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CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
While the GABA pathway is now well recognized to be an important evolutionarily conserved
metabolic pathway that participates in a remarkable array of processes (Fait et al., 2008; Shelp et al., 2009),
several major questions about this pathway remain unanswered, including the intracellular
compartmentation of some of its enzyme constituents, the transport of GABA and SSA, NADPH/NADP
turnover, and the biochemical interactions with allied metabolic pathways (e.g., TCA cycle and
photorespiration) (Shelp et al., 2012).
Here, I showed that GLYR1, an enzyme which serves at a key branch point in the GABA pathway
(i.e., the NADPH-dependent catabolism of SSA to GHB) is localized in the cytosol and not in peroxisomes,
as was indicated in a previous proteomics study (Reumann et al., 2009). While the reason(s) for GLYR1‟s
association with peroxisomes in this latter study is not known, it is worthwhile mentioning that no other
proteomics study has identified GLYR1 as a constituent of the plant peroxisome (Fukao et al., 2002; Arai et
al., 2008; Eubel et al., 2008; Babujee et al., 2010), including when the organelle was isolated from
(Arabidopsis) plants that had been subjected to environmental stress conditions (Taylor et al., 2009) similar
to those that influence GLYR1 gene expression and GHB and GABA levels (Allan et al., 2008; 2011).
There is also no experimental evidence for any putative homolog of GLYR1 being associated with
peroxisomes in other organisms, including Saccharomyces cerevisiae and humans (Schlüter et al., 2010).
On the other hand, and consistent with the results of this study, Arabidopsis GLYR1 was recently identified
in the cytosolic proteome of Arabidopsis suspension cells (Ito et al., 2011). Hence the preponderance of
data supports a model for the operation of the GABA pathway in planta whereby GLYR1 functions in the
cytosol to catalyze the turnover of mitochondrial-derived SSA and peroxisomal-derived glyoxylate.
Future studies will need to focus on the regulatory mechanisms by which GLYR1 and its plastidlocalized counterpart, GLYR2, work together, particularly during stress (Allan et al., 2012) or in relation to
some of the new developments in our understanding of the photorespiratory pathway. For example, it is
unclear how both GLYR isoforms contribute to glyoxylate turnover in planta given the recent discovery
that the reduction of photorespiratory hydroxypyruvate is not restricted to the peroxisome, but, via two
newly-identified bypass reactions, can occur also in the cytosol and chloroplast (Timm et al., 2008; 2011).
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APPENDIX I
The following recipes are for the solutions described in the MATERIALS AND METHODS section. All
chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Corporation (St. Louis, MO, USA) unless
otherwise stated and all solutions were prepared using double deionized water (ddH 2O) obtained from
Super-Q Water System (Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA). All solutions were sterilized by either autoclaving
for 30 min at 121°C or filtration through 0.22 μM filters (Fisher Scientific).

Bacteria Media and Antibiotics
Luria-Bertani (LB) Medium (Sambrook et al., 1989)
-To 800 mL ddH2O add:
-25 g LB Medium (Difco).
-Stir to dissolve. Adjust volume to 1 L. Autoclave.
-Cool to 50°C while stirring before adding appropriate filter-sterilized antibiotic stock solution(s).
-Store at 4°C.
LB Plates (Sambrook et al., 1989)
-Prepare LB liquid medium as described above.
-Before autoclaving add 15 g of Bacto-agar (Difco) per 1 L of medium.
-Mix by stirring. Autoclave.
-Cool to 50°C while stirring before adding appropriate filter-sterilized antibiotic stock solution(s).
-Pour approximately 25 mL per 100 x 15 mm Petri plate (Fisher Scientific) and allow to harden at room
temperature.
-Bag plates and store inverted at 4°C.
SOC Medium (Sambrook et al., 1989)
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-To 950 mL ddH2O add:
-20 g Bacto-tryptone (Difco)
-5 g Bacto-yeast extract (Difco)
-0.5 g NaCl
-10 mL of 250 mM KCI
-Adjust pH to 7.0 with 5 M NaOH then bring volume to 980 mL with ddH 2O.
-Autoclave.
-To cooled, autoclaved solution add:
-10 mL of 2 M glucose solution (filter sterilized)
-10 mL of 1 M MgCl2 (autoclaved or filter sterilized)
-Store at 4°C.
Ampicillin Stock Solution (100 mg/mL)
-Dissolve 1 g of ampicillin sodium salt in 8 mL ddH2O.
-Vortex to dissolve and adjust to 10 mL with ddH2O.
-Filter sterilize and store as 1 mL aliquots at -20°C.
Kanamycin Stock Solution (50 mg/mL)
-Dissolve 0.5 g of kanamycin sulfate salt in 8 mL ddH2O.
-Vortex to dissolve and adjust to 10 mL with ddH2O.
-Filter sterilize and store as 1 mL aliquots at -20°C.

Preparation of E. coli DH5a Competent Cells
RF1
-100 mM RbCl
-50 mM MnCl2•2H2O
-30 mM potassium acetate
-10mM CaCl2•2H2O
-15% glycerol
-Adjust pH to 5.8 with glacial acetic acid, filter sterilize, and store at 4°C.
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RF2
-10 mM 3-(N-morpholino) propanesulphonic acid (MOPS) (ICN Biochemicals Inc)
-10 mM RbCl
-75 mM CaCl2•2H2O
-Adjust pH to 6.8 with 1 N NaOH, filter sterilize, and store at 4°C.

TAE Buffer (50 x stock)
-To 800 mL ddH2O add:
-242 g Trizma base
-57.1 mL glacial acetic acid
-100mL 0.5M EDTA (pH8.0)
-Adjust volume to 1 L. Store at 4°C.
5 x Cohesive Buffer
-To 800 mL ddH2O add:
-250 mM of 1 M Tris-HCL stock solution (pH 7.6)
-50 mM MgCl2
-25% (w/v) polyethylene glycol 8000
-Vortex to dissolve. (Note: may also need heat at 37°C to dissolve).
-Then add:
-5 mM adenine triphosphate (ATP)
-5 mM dithiothreitol (DTT) from prepared stock solutions
-Adjust volume to 1 mL with ddH2O, mix, aliquot store at -20°C.

Plant Cell Culture Reagents
Murashige-Skoog (MS) Growth Medium (for culturing tobacco BY-2 cells) (Murashige and Skoog,
1962)
-To 800 mL ddH2O add:
-4.3 g MS basal salt mixture
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-30 g sucrose (J.T. Baker Inc., Paris, K.Y, USA)
-100 mg myo-inositol
-255 mg KH2PO4
-200 uL 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D) (1 mg/mL stock solution in 95 % [v/v] ethanol)
-1 mL thiamine HCl (1 mg/mL stock solution in ddH2O; stored in aliquots at -20°C) (ICN Biomedicals
Inc.)
-Adjust pH to 5.0 with 0.5 N KOH
-Adjust volume to 1 L with ddH2O, aliquot 50 mL into 125 mL culture flasks and -autoclave 20 min.
-Allow to cool and store at 4°C in the dark.
-Bring to room temperature before subculturing.
Tobacco BY-2 Transformation Buffer
-Prepare as MS growth medium (above) without adding 2,4-D.
-Then add:
-250 mM sorbitol (45.55 g)
-250 mM mannitol (45.55 g)
-Adjust pH to 5.0 with 0.5 M KOH.
-Adjust volume to 1 L, autoclave and store at 4°C.

Fixation and Immunofluorence Microscopy
8% (w/v) Formaldehyde Stock Solution
-To 800 mL ddH2O add:
-80 g paraformaldehyde (Ted Pella Inc., Redding, CA, USA)
-In a fume hood, heat to 60°C with continuous stirring and maintain at 60°C for at least 30 min.
-Add 1- 2 drops of 10 N NaOH. The solution will become almost clear.
-Filter through 1 mm Whatman No. 4 paper (Fisher Scientific).
-Adjust volume to 1 L and store as 45 mL aliquots at -20°C.
Fixation Buffer
-1:1 (v/v) of 8 % (w/v) formaldehyde and 1x tobacco BY-2 transformation buffer
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1 x Phosphate-Buffered Saline (PBS)
-To 700 mL ddH2O add the following ingredients one at a time, allowing each to dissolve completely
before adding the next:
-4.3 mM Na2HPO4
-1.4 mM KH2PO4
-2.7mM KCl
-137mM NaCl
-Adjust pH to 7.4 with 10 N HCl.
-Adjust volume to 1 L with ddH2O, autoclave and store at room temperature.
10%(v/v)triton-100
-To 9 mL of 1 x PBS add 1 mL of triton X-100.
-Mix by inversion overnight on a rocker.
-Wrap tube in aluminum foil and store at room temperature.

Preparation of Tungsten Microcarriers
To generate de-agglomerated microcarriers, 100 mg of tungsten M17 particles (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA,
USA) were placed in a 100 x 13 mm glass test tube and heated in an oven at 180°C for 12-18 hrs. Next day,
the tungsten particles were transferred to a 1.7 mL microfuge tube to while 1 mL of isopropanol (stored
with type 3 molecular sieves [BDH Inc., Toronto, ON, Canada] to remove any water) was added. The
tungsten particles were then sonicated in a water bath for 3 x 10 sec pulses, vortexed vigorously for 3 min,
then incubated at room temperature for 15 min. Next, the tungsten particles were centrifuged for 15 sec at
16 060 g at room temperature and the supernatent was removed. The tungsten particles were then washed a
total of three times by adding 1 mL of ddH 2O to the tungsten pellet, vortexing for 1 min, incubating for 1
min, and then centrifuging as above. Finally, the tungsten particles were resuspended in 1 mL of 50 % (v/v)
glycerol, divided into 50 uL aliquots, and stored at -20°C.
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APPENDIX II
List of primers and plasmids described in this thesis
Plasmid
(gene)

Primers

Sequence (5' to 3')

pRTL2/GFPGLYR1

5‟GFPGLYR1

ATGGGATCCGAAGTAGGGTTTCTGGGTTTGGGA

3‟GFPGLYR1
5‟MycGLYR1

GGTCTAGACTATTCGCGGGAGAATTTCACAGC
ATGTCTAGAGAAGTAGGGTTTCTGGGTTTGGGA

3‟MycGLYR1
SCFP9 (2898)

GGGGTACCCTATTCGCGGGAGAATTTCACAGC
GCTGTGAAATTCTCCCGCCTATAGTCTAGAGTCCGC

SCRP10
(2899)
SCFP3 (2849)

GCGGACTCTAGACTATAGGCGGGAGAATTTCACAGC

SCRP4 (2850)
SCFP24
(2953)
SCRP25
(2954)
SCFP14
(2920)
SCRP15
(2921)
SCFP13
(2922)
3'GFPGLYR1
SCFP38
(2988)
SCRP39
(2989)
SCFP28
(2959)
SCRP29
(2960)
GLYR1QCFp
(2828)
GLYR1QCRp
(2829)
GLYR1QCFp
(2828)
GLYR1QCRp
(2829)
SCFP16
(2929)
SCRP17
(2930)
SCFP18
(2931)
SCRP19
(2932)
SCFP20
(2948)
SCRP21
(2949)
SCFP22
(2950)
SCRP23
(2951)
SCFP55
(3251)
SCRP56
(3252)
SCFP1 (2843)
SCRP1 (2844)
SCFP67
(3580)
SCRP70
(3582)
SCFP69
(3581)
SCRP70

CCCGGGGCTAGCGGTACCCTATAGGCGGGAGAATTTCACAGCTTC
CTGTACAAGGGATCCTCGAGGAAAGCCTTGGAATTGCCTGTGTCCAAATTGTAATCTAGAGTCCGC

pRTL2/MycGLYR1
pRTL2/GFPGLYR1∆SRL

pRTL2/MycGLYR1∆SRL
pRTL2/CherryPTS1

pSAT2/AscI∆IPpoI

pSAT4/mGFPGLYR1
pRTL2/GFPMFP∆BsrGI

pSAT4/mGFPMFP

pRLT2/MycGLYR1∆11

pRTL2/GFPGLYR1∆11

pRTL2/GFP-SRE

pRTL2/GFP-SST

pRTL2/GFP-X₅SRE

pRTL2/GFP-X₅SST

pRTL2/GFP-X₅TNL

pRTL2/GFP-C50
pUC18/M15GLYR1-GFP

pUC18/M63GLYR1-GFP

GAAGCTGTGAAATTCTCCCGCCTATAGGGTACCGCTAGCCCCGGG

GCGGACTCTAGATTACAATTTGGACACAGGCAATTCCAAGGCTTTCCTCGAGGATCCCTTGTACAG
CTATGTTACTAGTACGGGGCGGGCTACCTTAAGAGAGCCGCGGCGCGCCGTAATCATGG
CCATGATTACGGCGCGCCGCGGCTCTCTTAAGGTAGCCCGCCCCGTACTAGTAACATAG
GGCCGGTGTACAAGGAAGTAGGG
GGTCTAGACTATTCGCGGGAGAATTTCACAGC
CCAACATCAAAGGCACTTGTCCATGCTTTCTTTGCCCAGCG
CGCTGGGCAAAGAAAGCATGGACAAGTGCCTTTGATGTTGG
CCGGCCTGTACATGGAGGTGGACGCCGACGGCGTCG
CCGGCCTCTAGACTACATGCGTGACCTCGACGAAGCCTGC
GCTCTCTGATCCTTGTGCTGCTCTTTCGATATGTGAAGGAAAAGGTTATATCGATATGTCG
CGACATATCGATATAACCTTTTCCTTCACATATCGAAAGAGCAGCACAAGGATCAGAGAGC
GCTCTCTGATCCTTGTGCTGCTCTTTCGATATGTGAAGGAAAAGGTTATATCGATATGTCG
CGACATATCGATATAACCTTTTCCTTCACATATCGAAAGAGCAGCACAAGGATCAGAGAGC
GGATGAACTATACAAATCCCGCGAATAGTCTAGTGGATCCAAGC
GCTTGGATCCACTAGACTATTCGCGGGATTTGTATAGTTCATCC
GGATGAACTATACAAATCCAGCACATAGTCTAGTGGATCCAAGC
GCTTGGATCCACTAGACTATGTGCTGGATTTGTATAGTTCATCC
GCATGGATGAACTATACAAAGAAGCTGTGAAATTCTCCCGCGAATAGTCTAGTGG
CCACTAGACTATTCGCGGGAGAATTTCACAGCTTCTTTGTATAGTTCATCCATGC
GCATGGATGAACTATACAAAATTAGGGGAGCTCAATCCAGCACATAGTCTAGTGG
CCACTAGACTATGTGCTGGATTGAGCTCCCCTAATTTTGTATAGTTCATCCATGC
CATGGCATGGATGAACTATACAAACCTAAGACAAATCTATGATCTAGTGGATCCAAGCTTCTCGAG
CTCGAGAAGCTTGGATCCACTAGATCATAGATTTGTCTTAGGTTTGTATAGTTCATCCATGCCATG
CCGGCCGGATCCATGAGGCTAGCTCTTGCTC
CCGGCCTCTAGACTATTCGCGGGAGAATTTCAC
CCGGCCCCATGGGGCTCTCTGATCCTTGTGCTGC
CCGGCCCCATGGATTCGCGGGAGAATTTCACAGC
CCGGCCCCATGGGGTCAATGAATCTATTGAAG
CCGGCCCCATGGATTCGCGGGAGAATTTCACAGC
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pRTL2/MycPEX5

pRTL2/GFPGLYR1∆ARE

pRTL2/GFPGLYR1∆ARL

pRTL2/GFPGLYR1∆ERE

pRTL2/GFPGLYR1∆ERL

pSAT2/mCherryPTS1∆ARL

(3582)
mycPex5Fp
(2810)
mycPex5Rp
(2811)
SCFP32
(2967)
SCRP33
(2968)
SCFP34
(2969)
SCRP35
(2970)
SCFP47
(2978)
SCRP48
(2979)
SCFP49
(3117)
SCRP50
(3118)
SCFP65
(3299)
SCRP66
(3300)

GGGGGGGTACCATGGCGATGAGAGACCTTGTTAACGGC
GGGGGGGTACCTCACAGCGGGAATTCTTTCTGCAAGAG
GTGATTGAAGCTGTAAAATTCGCGCGCGAATAGTCTAGAGTCCGC
GCGGACTCTAGACTATTCGCGCGCGAATTTTACAGCTTCAATCAC
GTGATTGAAGCTGTAAAATTCGCGCGCCTATAGTCTAGAGTCCGCAAAAAT
ATTTTTGCGGACTCTAGACTATAGGCGCGCGAATTTTACAGCTTCAATCAC
GTGATTGAAGCTGTGAAATTCGAACGCGAATAGTCTAGAGTCCGC
GCGGACTCTAGACTATTCGCGTTCGAATTTCACAGCTTCAATCA
GTGATTGAAGCTGTGAAATTCGAACGCCTATAGTCTAGAGTCCGCAAA
TTTGCGGACTCTAGACTATAGGCGTTCGAATTTCACAGCTTCAATCAC
GGAAAGCCTTGGAATTGCCTGTGGCGCGCCTATAATCTAGATCCCGATCGTTC
GAACGATCGGGATCTAGATTATTCGCGGGACACAGGCAATTCCAAGGCTTTCC
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